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This, the ﬁrst annual in the history of
Assumption College High School, is brought
to you as an ambassador of good will. This
volume is the beginning of a new era at Assumption, for out of the past has arisen a new
and greater Assumption, enhanced by nearly
a century of splendid and glorious traditions.
May this book reﬂect the sense of neigh—
bourliness which exists between the United
States and Canada.

Assumption, like its

giant neighbour, the Ambassador Bridge,

serves as a link between the two greatest
countries in America, in bridging the gap in
this troubled age of transition. It is our sin~
cerest desire that this spirit of friendliness
will continue to thrive in these days of a
world in chaos.

TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OF

ASSUMPTION

WHOSE
SHIP

CURRENT

FOUNDING

COLLEGE
SCHOLARACTIVITIES

ARE DEEPLY APPRECIATED BY
THE

STUDENT

BODY,

THIS

VOLUME IS CRATEFULLY DEDI~
CATED.
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To those whn have materitu helped us either by hnzmeiuI
means 01' by aiding us in the genera] composition of this. Volume,
we, extend 0111' deepest appreciation.

\Ye thank you.

THE OCCIDEN'I‘ALIA
YEAR BOOK OF THE
UNIYERSITY OF \VESTERN ONTARIO

HOLY NAMES C( )I-I.E(_’}E

THE S'I‘UI'NCN'I‘ ADMINISTRATIYE CUI'NCII.

SIR HARRY GIGNAC, K.(),S.(}.

REY. FATHER J. \Y. EMBSER, CSI’)

REY. FATHER E. I3. COLL, CSB

NR. SIDNEY LLOYD

MR. I).
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N this year of 1939 we again relate this 0ft told
tale g the history of
I Assumption College with her rich heritage which
dates back to the days of
the Huron Indians. This has marked the sixty—ninth
year under the direction
of the Basilian Fathers. However the ﬁrst attem
pt at establishing a college in
Sandwich was in 1816 by Father Crevier, a Frenc
h secular priest. Very little
is known of this ﬁrst attempt which was undoubtedl
y a failure. In 1313 Bishop
Power of the newly erected See of Toronto invite
d the Jesuit Fathers to found
a college on the wild banks of the Detroit River.
'lishop I’ower intended to give
the Jesuits all the missions in this vicinity which
had been founded in the early
part of the seventeenth century —— missions which
had been reddened by the
blood of
Breboeuf, Lalement and many others.

The Jesuits, zealo

us as they
were, accepted the invitation and came to Sandwich to
found “licole de l'.\sso1npe
tion” on the Pointe Montreal.
It was in 1843 when Father Point, SJ}, and
seven companions arrived to

look after the needs of the Huron Indians.

It was no easy task as funds were

scarce and the people of the parish paid their pastor
al dues in kind, and seldom

saw actual currency. Twelve years passed before
the ﬁrst college building was
erected. This building was constructed of such
substantial material, that it
stands today and is still a useful portion of the instit
ution.
The Jesuits, however, soon abandoned their
labours. Lack of funds and
continued hardship augured dark days for
the future. The Benedictines suc—
ceeded the Jesuits and also failed because
the college (lid not provide sufficient

revenue for their support.

It was then a diocesan problem as to who
would succeed the Bened

ictines
;\t length the school was taken over by Mr.
Theodule (iirardot, a prominent

,
I
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layman. who directed the destiny of the seemingly illrfated school for a period
of li\e years.
\\'hen the Right lx’everend _lohn \Atllsll was made bishop, he transferred the
lipiscopal seat from Sandwich to London. Assumption College was uppermost
in his mind and after having negotiated with the llasilian [fathers in 'l‘oronto, he
pursnaded them to assume the administration of the college.
l’ather l)ennis ()‘Connor, CSl'), and a sturdy band of confreres left the
llasilian motherhouse in the spring of lh’it) and journeyed to western ()ntario
where their eyes beheld the gloomy structure known as Assumption College.
’l‘he very appearance of the place \\ as enough to discourage them. However the
zealous leader imtnediately set to work in order to open the school the following
fall. He had exactly a paltry three hundred dollars given him by his superior
to start a college, a sum which today would hardly buy a pair of front doors.
The infant college was sparsely furnished. 'l‘he lirst twentyatine boarders
were required to bring their own mattress, bedding and washbowl, the faculty
generously supplying the bedstead and washstand. \\'ater was obtained from
an antiquated. pump in the school yard and many a time the student found it
necessary to break the ice in the pitcher in order to bathe himself on cold winter
mornings. In spite of these hardships, stout hearts of both faculty and student
body were spurred on by the inspiring words in “ﬂotilla/cm e/ [Nari/diatom ct
.S‘t‘ft‘II/ftzm, Dore .l/t‘."

l'nder the wise and ellicient administration of [father O'Connor, Assumption
College grew and prospered year by year. Improvements for the comfort and
adyantage of the students followed as rapidly as the limited resources at his
disposal permitted, until his worth and ability received recognition in his ap»
pointment to the See of London in lisfto and his promotion afterward to the
Archbishopric of 'l‘oronto, his native city, in 181”).
Limited space prohibits
us from enumerating the various accomplislnnents of succeeding superiors.
ln ltllfl Assumption College became a part of a great Canadian university
when, after lengthy negotiations with the authorities of. \\'estern University,
London, an agreement was reached which affiliated Assumption with \\'estern.
'l‘he students of Assumption were then privileged to proceed to their university
degrees under the auspices of the Cniversity of \\'estern Ontario.
A complete transition from the old to the new tool< place under the regime
of l‘ather l). 1.. l)illon, CSll, (superior lft'3'3iltl‘3h’). It was he who undertook
a building plan which gave Assumption the itiagnilicent classroom building
completed in lfl‘B‘t. 'l‘his addition provided the college with as good equipment
as is found in any similar institution of learning on the continent. lt stands tov
day as a lasting monument to l’r. Dillon's progressive spirit and tireless zeal.
'l‘hus we have the romantic and colourful story of Assumption, rightfully
called the "mother of priests", as many of her graduates have followed in the
footsteps of their teachers to labour in the Master's vineyard. Should she call
on her friends for help in the future, it is hoped that sixty-nine years of. service
will not have been in vain.

_-—THE AMBASSADOR
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HIS HOLINESS, the late POPE PIUS XI

mama/pm

__._

by SIR HARRY GIGNAC, K.O.S.G.
ll’rltten especially for Tm: AMBASSADOR by one of the very few
papal Knights in North America.
S TATESMAN, scholar, but above all a truly great spiritual father to a world
torn with discord and hatred, Pius XI, the Pope of Peace, died last

February 10th, at the Vatican, a martyr to his duties.
It is impossible in a few paragraphs to do justice to the memory of Pius XI
whose manifold activities in the 17 years of his pontiﬁcate have left an impres—
sion upon the world which never can be erased. Born of humble parents, he
rose from obscurity to become the 261$t successor of St. Peter, and his conduct
of that ofﬁce stamped him as one of the greatest of the long and glorious line
of Popes.

Apart from the spiritual, history will probably record the achievement of
the Lateran Accord in 1929 as the greatest single concrete accomplishment of
Pius XI. He was the ﬁrst Pontiff in 59 years to step outside the Vatican
boundaries, ending a self-imposed “imprisonment” which began in 1870 when

the temporal domains of the Popes were taken from them by Italy.
With that action, the Pontitt became a temporal ruler again, as well as

spiritual.

And that meant much to Pius XI who had served for years in the

diplomatic service of the Church before his elevation to the throne of St. Peter.

He knew well the drawbacks faced by papal nuncios in their dealings with the
governments of the world. The Lateran Accord places Vatican diplomats on
the same plans as diplomats assigned to the capitals of the world powers.
But the Lateran Accord was just one of his great accomplishments. No
Pope from the days of the great Leo XIII had written encyclicals which attracted the attention of the entire world as did Pius XI.

In them, he showed

his tremendous grasp of world conditions, economic, social and spiritual and
the fundamentals of Christian life and conduct which he laid down in the
encyclicals won the praise of thinkers the world over.
Pius XI was the champion of liberty, personal liberty for man as opposed
to the ideas advanced and put into force by the totalitarian states of today.
To history goes the task of recording in detail the complete works of Pius
XI. It is impossible to sketch them brieﬂy here. He was pre—eminent in every—
thing that he entered into. The man who did many things and did them better
than any other could have done, never for a moment deviating from the program
he set for himself, even though it cost him his health and his life; that, perhaps,
describes best the man whom the world knew as Pope Pius XI and the man to

whom Catholics of all nations will look for guidance through his far-reaching
encyclicals and example for many generations to come.

THE AMBASSADOR
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FATHER HENRY S BELLISIJE, C.S.]>’.,
XMA.

Hli death of Father Bellisle in December of last
year signiﬁed a threefold
loss for the students of Assumption. Three
fold, for we lost not only a
devout priest, but also an inspiring professor
and a dear friend.
No student could possibly overlook the sancti
ty of this priest; no student

could help being impressed by it, for sanctity
seemed to pervade his every
thought and every action. This most admirable
of his characteristics was
manifested in his direction of the Sodality of
the Holy Angels and the Blessed

Virgin’s Sodality.

As a consequence of his sincere and diligent super
vision they

became the most outstanding religious activities
in Assumption. Added to this
he was a tireless retreat master at various
colleges, seminaries, and convents.

liven in the most common of his daily activities one
received the impression that
for Father Bellisle all activity proceeded from spirit
ual motives, that all things

were done for the, love of (iod and His lllessed Mother.

It is indeed little wonder

that students and priests regarded him as a living saint!
To those students who were privileged to attend his lectures, Father llellisle

will always be remembered as the possessor of a profound and active intellect
which found its greatest expression in the philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas.
He was, nevertheless, a patient professor who realized the difﬁculties of his
courses and

who incessanth
,.

laboured to eliminate them.

the most outstanding Catholic

{her in the world

lacques i\laritain,
today.

work in philosophy highly and kept it close association with him.

regarded

his

(>ther notables.

too, were attracted by the fecundity of his wisdom and sought his counsel and
instruction.

Despite this high esteem which he enjoyed, Father

{ellisle was

the humblest of men, for he realized that what gifts he possessed were the result
of the Divine Muniticence.

It is indeed unfortunate that his intellect is no

longer accessible to us, for according to his successor, Father (iarvey, it was
just maturing to its greatest heights!
Father liellisle's sanctity and wisdom endeared him to all.

Ile was an ardent

baseball fan and took his greatest delight in umpiring and watching the numerous
games on the campus during the spring.

l'le rarely missed a football game; he

skated on the campus rink; and he played the school's best on the handball
courts.

In this activity he took not an attitude of condessension, but one of

sincere enjoyment, for Father l‘lellisle was both athlete and coach in his younger
days.

'l‘his great interest in sport secured for him an opportunity to gain an

intimate acquaintance with most of the fellows, and to form a close bond between
them and himself.

By his devotion to Our Lord and Ilis Blessed Mother, by his wisdom and

by his friendliness, his life abounded in happiness, for he participated fully in
the three noblest activities of man s the spiritual. the intellectual and the
fraternal.

'l‘o such a splendid pattern of life every student of .\ssumption

should aspire, for then will it be possible to procure happiness not only in this
life, but also in the next, and then, perhaps, our dying words will resecho those
of Father lﬁellisle:

“lt's happy to be going home.H
Requiescat in pace.

THE AMBASSADOR
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VERY REV. 'l‘. A. MacDONALI), 0.8.3., )[.A.
President

HIC temporal span of four years at Assumption College may seem to you,
T very brief now that it is over, but it has a great significance for the re—
maining years of your life. All the powers of your being, physical, mental,

and moral, have been so developed that they will be of service to yourself and
to others in the practical things of life. ()11 leaving College you will become a
part of the great social structure of modern life, in which you will find mighty
forces, both good and evil, bidding for your support. If your education has not
given you the insight to distinguish between them and the courage and goodwill
to choose the right in spite of consequences, your years of training have been in

vain.
This is not a Christian civilization in which we live, and yet the only hope
of man lies in the person and teachings of Jesus Christ. \Ve must turn back to

Him if we are to be saved. There is your task, your noblest ambition, to bring
back the life and ideals of Christ among men. You may be discouraged by the
experiences you will encounter, and there is the danger that a sense of futility
and despair may ennervate your whole being. To yield under the strain of
adverse forces would be fatal. In such times recall the promise of our heavenly
Leader that the gates of Hell will not prevail against His Church.

Though

Christianity may suffer a thousand defeats, it will in the future, as it has in the
past, rise again, purged of its impurities, to ‘live a new and better and stronger

life than before. Keep strong your faith in (iod and let your life exemplify that
faith which eventually must conquer the world. Hold fast those practices and
principles of the faith in which you have been trained that it may remain strong

and active to the end.

—-VICRY REV. T. A. MACDONALD, C.S.B., M.A.
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REV. G. J. THOMPSON. (CSAIL,

!{.t\.

Principal

AS it ever occurred to you to ask yourself, “\Vhat is an educated person?
Does the passing of examinations or the possession of degrees give one a
right to such a title? Certainly one must possess a certain minimum of

knowledge, but this is scarcely sufficient to estahlish his claim.
()ther qualities are
employ his leisure time.
able to commune with
access to books. The
himself or the class to
ideas independently of

equally essential. The educated man must know how to
liy reading or study, he enters into a larger world and is
the greatest minds. l'le need never he lonely if he has
educated man never views questions only in relation to
which he belongs. He is ahle to see people, things and
himself or his group. lle will avoid pettiness in small

matters.

Good judgment, wherehy he will weigh evidence and avoid rushing at
conclusions, respect for properly constituted authority, and courtesy to all his
fellow men are other characteristics of the educated man. lfinally he will he a
man of ﬁrm religious conviction. He will realize that (iod is his Creator and
Master, \\ihom he must serve with all the strength of his being and that without
this conviction all else is vain.
Class of ’39, no matter what your walk in life, it is our fervent wish that
you always be God—fearing, loyal, intelligent, in a word, truly educated men.

F—THE AMBASSADOR
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“Hill N‘IIOOII TEACHING STAFF

FIRST

lHHV—NIESNRN‘.

NEt ‘UN 1)

KENNEDY. U'IUELLY,

“(NV—MESNRS.

'l'lllkl)

MALONE,

“(NV—NI ENSRS.

BI‘X‘lIéNltll'l”

IANDIH'.

VOUEL.

“'00”,

REEVES. VUSSLER,

)lelJ‘lAN,

I’IIELAN, DEVINE,

)II'MILLAN,

[C(‘KER'I‘.

(‘0N“X\Y, )leﬁlLthv

)IeEAt‘lltLV.

)IAHER

RUFFAL. MueKINNON

WI“, ,4 Gal/talk: 8W?

\\h)' a ('atholic child shnttld recei\e catholic ele—
mentary education is not ditticult to understand.
llnriug these tirst few years of social de\elopnieut i
say" between the ages of St'\t‘tt and fourteen, 7 eyery—

development of the intellect alone 7 its aitit extends
far beyond that, \Vhile ordinary High Schools striyt‘
to deyelop the thinking and reasoning powers of the
intellect and to further the students' material knowledge, a (iatholic High School endeavours. besides this,
to further the student‘s character, to deyelop in the
stttdent traits of honesty and ﬁrmness of character.
and. what should he ﬁrst attd foremost. tn edttcate him
in the knowledge of tiod so that he may saw his
It was with this charitable aitn that
immortal soul.
.\ssttmption was founded; it was with the same charit—
able aim St, 'l‘honias Aquinas fostered t‘atholic edu-

thing in the subsequent lite ot that clnld is hrnily

cation

religion, obedience, modesty. and other
rooted
similar t‘hristian \irtuest ('onseqnently. we can easily

.\ (‘athnlic elementary education will deyelop small
traits of character in a person; a t‘atholic High School
education will guard these traits. enlarge ttpott tlieiit
and add to thetn so that the person will haw. at the
Completion of his studies, a good substantial t'hristian
character on which to build both a temporal and an
eternal lift: 'l‘his is Assumption's reason for existence.
atid the, r 'ason, also, that we think a t'atholic High
School Education is adyisable wherever possible.
The, motto of :\sstttnption college "lirmihllem e!
(lisri‘p/inani e! seiertltam (lure me." when translated into
the linglish language. reads “Teach me goodness.
This is the principle
discipline and knowledge."
adopted by the school. and is followed and respected
by all students who either hate trat'ersed or are traIndeed. it is with a glow of
yersing its corridors,
satisfaction and the customary pride (latholics haye
for their faith that we note both “goodness” and

[HS is a tlttestion which all stttdents nt .\ssuniption
should be able to answer easily, lest they would
admit that they do not know why they are at!
tending a tatholic High School rather than a l'ttl)lic
High School. The question could be answered simply

in two words 7

"good eVample" -7 but we will delye

I'urther into it than those two words.

realize why that child should be trained intensiyely.
during those years, in the practice of christian. or.
more specilieally‘ (atholic \‘irtues‘
ll-I\\e\er.‘althnugh this reasoning is generally acv
are not
U'ttlt'tl ll)’ Catholics, the following argutnents
as readily receiyed, \\'e are told that once a child has
tltls lutsie background. good parents can keep him on
the right path in High School life, and that the prac-

tiee I‘ll t'athnlic habits depends ttpon the will of the
person concerned as much as the surroundings. t\s
Ultliolic educators helie\e this to be trtte only to a
wry limited extent, and that school surroundings ha\e
a more important etl'ect on character (le\'eloptttettt

than merely the "will of the persott Concerned," they
attempt

1-»

impress

upon

parents

the

necessity of

a

tiatholie High School education.
\ssttniption is not a school founded merely for the

“discipline” rank before “science.”
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OUR short years ago a group of enthusiastic youths entered the portals of

F Assumption High School.

To—day these young men have attained their goal

and are about to embark upon a new chapter of life, provisioned with the
knowledge and experience gained during these years, and ready to sail the ship
of success to its most distant horizons.

Graduation! At last we have achieved our fondest hope, for to—(lay we
receive the diploma for which we have worked so hard. This is the day when
somewhat jubilantly and somewhat reluctantly we bid farewell to a mother school
and many staunch and hearty friends. In looking back over our last year in
High School, we can see many incidents which help to increase this reluctance.
The scholastic year of TEN—’3!) has certainly brought its treasure of memories,
some of which we shall recount. Who will not recall Norman Phibbs and his
excuse of the year, when he explained the absence of detention work to Father

Thompson with “I thought you were only kidding, Father”?
remember,

some with

a

smile

and some

with

a

And who will not

frown, the

proposition

of some (lay scholars 7to put a day scholar in every office of the
graduation class? Secret meetings were held, and each “day dog” took a solemn
oath to vote for his faction’s representative, regardless of race, colour or creed.
When the plan succeeded and Bob Bondy, Bill Beckett and Bert Hebert took the
respective positions of President, Vice—President and Treasurer, great was the

joy among the conspirants.

Consternation and dire threats upset the school,

however, when Bob deserted his ranks to join the ﬁles of the boarders, and, to

this day, we doubt if every day student has entirely forgiven him for it.
Bob has turned day scholar again. What is this?)

(Flash!

Loud laughter, composed of the snickering to the horselaugh variety, echoed

through the halls when Mike (iodo gently stroked Mr. Reeves under the chin in
front of the fifth year Algebra class; when Jack O’Rourke asked why pillars
were in the inside, rather than the outside, of ancient Christian churches; when

Victor Vachon vividly explained a Physics theory mainly through the use of his
hands; and when Father i-\rmstrong was stopped dead in Physics class by one of
Bill Gowdy’s numerous and persistent questions. It was also whispered in
reputable sources that Leo Hoberg was having simply a devil of a time trying
to “knock off” nine matrics.
Among those fourth

formers who

were both

intellectual and ambitious

enough to take ﬁfth year Algebra were Tony Siefert, lid Girardot, Ray Charron,
Hugh Bondy and Bill Doyle, who are probably intending to further their edu—
cations. Also in this group were Ad (iranziol and John Dugal, who voluntarily
stayed at school till 5:00 o’clock each night doing homework. If the lively
arguments waged at noon—hour by Jack Batte, Leo Reed—Lewis, jack Lynch and
Stan Marantette are any indication, your writer forecasts futures as lawyers for
all of them; similarly he forecasts something great for the trio of John Zador—
osky, Cyril Beaudette an Lloyd Chadwick. Speaking of intellectuals, we must
not forget Lawrence Marantette, whose spontaneous outbursts of knowledge

completely

baffled

all

who

thought they knew

him,

and the

terrifying

astonishment we received when Dominic O’Neill cracked high 98 on a difﬁcult
Religious exam.

()ther tales remain: tales about Donat Maurice’s animated argument about
pipe—ﬁtting with Cliff Lal)ouceur; about Felix .\baldo's demonstration of violin—

playing in Physics class; about the calm, deliberate bridge playing of Jerry Doyle,
))lll Raul, Jack Bernard and Bill Bell; about the noisy in—between wall pounding

of “Red” Hope and Jack MacFadden, and about Ray Moody’s arguments with
Father Ruth, both of whom still claim the other's arguments were illogical.
Then, too, the memory of those two human radio stations, ’iev Nicholls and

Ray Denomme, is easy to remember i; as easy as the disgust with which .-\l
.lanisse, Leo Thibodeau, Tom .\lberstadt, Frank Morand and Bob Janisse viewed
the amount of Religious homework doled out.

The prides of fourth year French, namely, Roger Beneteau, Norman Bene—
teau and Leo Laframboise, monopolized one another’s eloquence by being insep—
arable pals, while another staunch group, known as the “Dirty Four,” and composed of Ray Burke, Alex \Vatson, Joe McKrow, and Bernard McKrow, chal-

lenged any other school quartet to a game of marbles in the middle of the
rotunda. “The Sanitary Four,” composed of Jack Baxter and his three buddies,
accepted the challenge. lidward Knevals, Leon Mills, and jack Rogers are three
others who are looking forward to donning the cap and gown. Some of
those who bore Assumption’s colours were Cooper Stacey, Don May, Pat Hucker,

Alan Arthur and Jack May, who were all active in athletics.

While on the

subject of athletics, we might remark as to how Jack McManus, under the
management of brother Bill, knocked out his ﬁrst opponent in three rounds, and

that Herb Ruedisale, Bill Zorn and Herb Delaney managed to distinguish Assumption by making the All—City Senior Football squad, thu; placing the school

in second position in this respect.

Lyle Gray will be remembered for his eloquent rendition of the song some
day scholars devised for Bob Bondy’s election campaign, Gilbert LaNoue for

his nickname “Doe”, and Jack Maltais because he was daily asked a question in
Physics class.

Reg Gates and Cameron Thompson were two of the form’s many

accomplished musicians, the former’s proﬁciency being on the accordion, and
the latter’s on the saxaphone.

Bill Beuglet, besides playing hockey, found time

to make his rounds as a Mission collector.

Probably the best remembered thing

about Les Selby is his good friend Bob Penwill, and vice—versa.

And last, but

deﬁnitely not least, we remember \Vee \Villy \Vinters, whose extraordinary
height is exceeded only by his intelligence and his sense of humour.
a
\Vith the completion of our resume of our beloved class, we realize, with
memory in an
a
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we
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that
remorse,
of
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deep
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unknown and menacing future.

\Ve will diverge to different paths, lose sight and connection with one
of looking
another, forget one another, and then, —~ when suddenly we think
our silly
recall
we
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y
excitedl
through our “Ambassador”, our faces will glow
who has
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recogni
we
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faster
bit
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a world which
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meet
we
till
tion High School. Good—bye, classmates,
#GROVICR CHICFFINS, ROBERT BONDY.
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Gradualms
RA \'.\IOND DENOMN E
“'indmr. Ontario

ADELINO (ERANZIOL
“'indsor. Ontario

“'ILLIAM (EOW'DY
“'imlsor, Ontario

“'1 LLI.\.\I DOYLE
Simvov. Ontario

RAY‘IONI) (‘HARRON
Windsor, Ontario

HERBERT I) ELAN EY
Windsor, Ontario

JOHN DI'GAL
“'indsor, Ontario

EDMOND (HRARDO’I‘
“'indsor,

Ontario

LLOYD (‘HAIHVH'K
“'indsor, Ontario

J ER ENHAII DOYLE
throit, Michigan

Graduatw
(ERIH'ER (‘IIEFFINN
thrnit,

)lirlligun

“'ILLI.\\I BEI “I. "I
“'imlsur. ()nlurin

ROBERT BUNDY
Riu‘rsidv, ()ntm‘iu

lll'Ull lHL‘IlH'
“'indsnr, Ontario

JOHN

BA'I'TE
Windsor, Ontario

JOHN BERNARD
Springﬁvhl. Illinois

“'ILLIANI BELL
Dvlruit, )lirhiuun

(GERALD BLAKE
“ch-nil, Michigan

(‘YRlL BEAI'DE'I'T E
Windsor,

Ontario

“1 LI J .r\ )I R E( ‘K E'I‘T
Ri\'vr,~idr, Unturlu

Graduaws
JOHN LYNCH
Windsor, Ontario

AN’I'IION \' SIC] FER'I‘
“‘indsor,

Ontario

JOSEPH JOHNS
Detroit, Michigan

ALEXANDER “'A’I‘NON
“'indsor, Ontario

JOHN ZADOROSKY
“'indsor, Onto rio

LEO ’I‘HIBOIHCAIT
“'indsor, Ontario

REV I‘IRLY NICHOLS
“'indsor, Ontario

VII‘TOR VACHON
\Vindsor, Ontario

“'ILLIAM “'INTERS
Eloise, )lirliigun

LESLI E SELBY
Windsor, Ontario

Graduatcs
RAYMOND MOODY
Brooklyn,

NIH"

York

I

GILBERT LANOl' E
Stunt-y l‘oint,

Ontario

DONA’I‘ MAI'RH‘IC
“'indsor, Ontario

JOHN M ARKLIGIN
Detroit, Michigan

“'ll‘l‘l AM MI‘MANI S
\\'ind~sor, Ontario

FRANCIS MORAN!)
Tecumseh, Ontario

LAW'R l‘lN( ‘ l‘) MA R Ii N 'l‘ FTT l‘)
Windsor, Ontario

JOH N MAY
\Vindsor, Ontario

DONALD MAY
“‘indsor, Ontario

JOHN MALTAIS
Windsor, Ontario

I
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Graduatcs
“'1 LLlAM KAl' Ii
“'yandotte, Michigan

JAMES llOl’E
Detroit, Miehigan

EDWARD KNE\ ALH
Riverside, Ontario

(‘Ll l‘T‘ORD LADO l'(‘E['R
Detroit, Michigan

ALBERT H ER E RT
Riverside, Ontario

REth NAI‘I) (HATES
Detroit,

Miehigan

‘

MN ‘IIAEL GODO
“'indsor, Ontario

ROBERT JANINH‘E
Riverside, Ontario

l’ATth'K lll'(‘KER
Windsor, Ontario

Graduatcs
LEON

MILLS
“'imlwr,

Ontariu

H ERRER'I' Rl' EDIKA LE
Lansing, )lirliigan

JOHN O'ROI'RKE
“'inllsor,

Ontario

NLEY .‘lAREN'I'E’I'TE
\\'iml.~0r, Ontario

JOHN )lzu'FAIHHGN
Detroit, Michigan

ROBERT I'EN “'ILI.
“'inllsor, Ontario

JOHN .‘lt‘MAN l'N
Windsor, Ontario

JOSEPH MoKRO‘V
“’indsor, Ontario

LEO RE ED—LE“ IS
“'indsor, Ontario

JOHN ROGERS
DI-truit, )lirhigan

Graduams
BERNARD Ml‘KlHHV
“'indsor, Ontario

LICO HUBER“
“'intkor. Ontario

LEO LAFRAM BOISE
River (‘ananL Ontario

ALAN AR'I'HI It
“'indmu', Ontario

THOMAS _\ LIHCRH'I'ADT
Detroit,

Michigan

NORMAN BIC

I‘IAl'

River Canard, Ontario

JOHN BAN'I‘I‘IR
“'indsor, Ontario

ROGER BI‘INIC’I‘I‘IAL'
River (‘umu'd, Ontario

FELIX AHALDO
Detroit,

Michigan

RAYMOND ANDERSON
“'indsor, Ontario

C©mm©r<ciail
JAM HS PLUOI)
“‘indsur.

()nlzu‘io

(‘LYDI‘I ('l'RRY
“indsor, Unlurin

“'ILLIAH \YI'II‘IKS
“'indsur. (iniur'm

RAYMOND I‘JHLLV
Nziult N10.

.‘lill‘it’, ()nlnrio

“LU/“CK ()‘Nl‘llli
Akrnn. Ohio

ROBERT BRYNEN
Flint , Michigan

CHARLES SFHA EFFICR
Da-troit,

Michigan

“'ILLIA.“ DIGSJARIHNS
’l'i’r‘umsoh, ()nizu'in

DONALD 01‘ ELLI‘I'I‘TIC
\Vindsur, Ontario

JAMES (‘ONLON
Detroit, Michigan

FIRST “(WV—J. EVANSSR. HARW'OOD, I). SCOTT,
V. THOMPSON, E. l)['(‘lll<].\l ‘1, R. DE RE
SECOND ROVV—l’. Ml'LLIN, (‘. HAMICL, H. JONES,
E. DIXVN, L. NANTAIS, J. BRICK, E. (‘LIFFORD
THIRD ROVV—W'. l'l'X‘K, R. MARTIN, (‘. STACEY,
T. DeCOI‘RCEY, (i. IMERSON, J. .‘It‘LlSTER
ABSENT—l’. Robertson

—

§

I).

Honour Matriculation

PWH‘VI‘H year, or Honour Matriculation, is represented by a very ambitious
group of students, as you will' undoubtedly discern as you peruse this
article. l’ifth year is also one of the most unusual classes in the whole
school, and not only because its students are amhitious. \\'c will tell you why.
In short, the Honour Matriculation class seems to he a group of pupils
struggling for recognition as a College class, and wallowing in the discipline of
High School.

It seems that there was quite a controversy over the enforcement

of silence in the school, with the fifth year men claiming they had. along with
their right of using the centre stairs with the College men, the right to talk aloud
as the College men (lid. li‘ather 'l‘hompson, however, reasoned differently. and
the best we could arrange was a compromise. The Honour Matriculation group
now goes into the College Library to talk (a right it always had), and joins the
ranks of the silent High School throng in the ctn‘ridors.
Fine compromise,
indeed T
The

curriculum

for fifth

year is rather crowded,

as it always

is, and
am; 5-33

l

consequently the students have to he rather persevering. .\mong the boys, by
the way. are jack McLister, who intends to he a great surgeon; Tom DeCourcey,
who has the amhition to hecome a mining engineer, and Hayward .lones, who is
studying to he a teacher. if, any afternoon after school, you were to walk into
the lihrary, you would see Les Naittais and Ray Martin holding a discussion
on some of the more involved science problems. Not far away liugene Duchene,
lidwin Clifford and l’at Mullin would be struggling through the difticult passages
of Virgil and llliny. You would undoubtedly note joe livans and Bill l’eck
arguing about the relative merits of zenealogy and the hockey playoffs in
Toronto. Doctor limerson would he placidly reading a magazine # something

like the “Shadow” or “Custard's Last Stand."

.

3
'

On coming out of the library

you might happen to accost Peter Robertson, the class druggist, and Robert
Dere, who misses many classes because of his horn—blowing. \\'e must not
forget lx’ay Harwood, our energetic Sports liditor, nor Vincent Thompson, who
enjoys the honoured position of being the Principal’s brother. However, \Vince
gets no more than his due in privileges. john Brick is another interesting
character in our intellectual class, and his squeaking shoes never fail to announce
his approach. Our representative from I’elee lsland is Creighton Hamel, who,

despite rumours to the contrary, strenuously denies that he is an onionsgrower
and that there are no people on the island.
So you see that our claim for having one of the most unusual classes was
not at all exaggerated. Our government, our studies, and we ourselves ar‘ all
peculiar to both High School and College. However, we don’t mind in the
least, as we know that our year's labour will hear forth the ripest fruit.
#PATRICK MULLIN.

I
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STANDING—“Z IHCSJARIHNS, “I JONES, ('. S(‘H;\EFFI‘IR, W. O‘NEIL, E. ('ONLON.
I). Ol'ELLET’l'E,
“'. “‘EEKS
SITTING—R. RELANGICR, (‘. (‘l RR", R. BI'RNN. J. JOHNS, R. FORAN
ABSENT—J. FLOOD, “I S‘CALLEN

Commercial
COMMERCIAL is indeed a class which shares none of the studies and
worries of the regular High School, for it has a schedule which is verymuch different, but every bit as difﬁcult as the regular course. .\ slightly
smaller class, it nevertheless has its luminaries and bright spots, which are daily
made brighter by the polishings of Father Pickett, Father Collins, and Mr.
Maher.

g
E
!

ln Bill Scallen we have a deep mystery, for Bill always disappears swiftly
at the end of the interval, telling no one of his mission. l’erhaps l’ather l’ickett
could scare it out of him, or perhaps even liill “Sheriff” O'Neil could solve the
case.

lad Conlon refuses to aid without sufﬁcient remuneration.

))lll [ones and

Ray lforan, the latter who is known as a “Sharp kid” to others besides poker
players, are Commercial’s representatives on the hockey team, while Charley

Schaeffer and Bill Desjardins, if they keep worrying about the respective subjects
of bookkeeping and a bulging waistAline, will not require any physical exercise
to get in condition. Robert Byrnes gets his exertion on the Senior Football squad,
and jim Floor hopes to get on next year's Senior Basketball team. (Basket—
ball coach please note.)

'l‘he Beau Brummel of the class is easily decided in favour of Joe Johns, a

red, wiry hair.

1

paragon of satorial splendour, who is known to the boarders as a ﬁrst—class
waiter, while Bill \\'eeks supplies much of the class “colour” with his ﬂaming

,

Clyde Curry, J11, hopes to have a musical career playing the

drums, and, according to the reports of those who have heard him, he has what

Don ()uellette is another of.

5,

our students who has developed high speed in banging the typewriter, and in
doing the bookkeeping assignments handed out. Father Pickett, incidentally, is

3

it takes.

His speed in typing is equally as rapid.

not at all reluctant to hand out the assignments in bunches, particularly towards
the end of the year.
Commercial, in one sense, has it rather easy and, in another, rather difﬁcult.
For a student to graduate from the Commercial department, he needs only to

exhibit intelligence and to spend one year at Assumption, while a fourth form
graduate necessarily has to spend at least four years, irregardless of a possibly
abnormal intelligence. However, a scholar in our class must have over—average
ability to graduate in one year with no previous high school training, as the
course is one which requires adaptability to ﬁgures, and a very high degree of
the virtue of. perseverance.

leneath their apparent gruffness
Our instructors’ aid has been incalculable.
indifference lies the desire
apparent
our
beneath
and
us,
teach
to
desire
lies the
class, and we students
graduating
a
is
this
As
evenly.
out
to learn. It works

‘
i
,_

will no doubt be separated, may we take this opportunity to wish everyone a
sincere good—bye on behalf of everyone else. It has been great knowing you,

at
,‘

and would be even “ﬁner” to keep in touch with you through the medium of
Assumption.

6

t

—\VILLIAM \VEliKS.

W'l,

I‘THE AMBASSADOR
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Third lForm 6 Section “A”

AS the end of another tedious and arduous year rolls around and the daily
dread of

classes lessens in

the {ace of the ever—nearing vacations, the

students of Z3.\ can easily understand that their class, little as it represents
.\ssumption in numbers, has completed a successful year in sports, labours of the

classroom and general school activity.
In regards to sports, Z3.\ is overllowing with outstanding players in football,
hockey and basketball. _lames Conlon, l’eter Strickland, \\'ilfrid l’apineau,
lloward Farrow and Ray l’iche gave their all for Mr. Follis' juniors in the past
football season of lttito‘slttﬂft.

john Moyer and _lohn Rogers, of the Minims, and

_Iulius Krativola. Lionel Mousseau, Clarence lleufelder. Marcel Robinet and
l’aul Charbonneau, of the SubiMinims, turned in excellent performances on
their respective teams. Two of .\ssumption's outstanding puclvchasers, john
Ferguson and _loseph llell‘erman, helped Father llugh Mallon make Assumption’s
lirst hockey team in recent years a complete success. James Hesslin was one
’mb
of the spectacular basketball players on Mr. l’helan's .\ll7,\ltar team.
McCann and Dick l.ond have already put their ﬁngers into the baseball pie.

This luuuble class showed its tlying colours in the classroom, too. Robert
lleck, Norman Seiuple, \\'illiam lliel. (lscar (iregoire and Norman 'l‘ourangeau
daily take Father .\rmstrong's breath away with their rapid-tire answers and
logical questions. Norman Lafontaine, \incent Dertinger, Cecil l'lirch, Douglas
loyer, Joseph jolie, 'l‘heodore Markham and Frank janisse are ever on the alert
for Father (iuinan‘s gentle gestures of friendship and patient advice in his
.\lgebra class. .\drian jansen spends a great deal of time chasing around after
Mission dues.
\Villiam Freeman. Crimmins Shaw. Clarence l.acroix, Harry
O'Neill, james llrogan, liarl l’are. .lohn \'ermette and Thomas Magnee have
mastered the most dillicult linglish questions that Mr. Campbell has put before
them. \\'e must not forget the energetic scholars of Father Harrison's Latin
class, namely: l’eter (iabriel, llernard \\'all, Fred Kennedy, Clarence Strong,
Martin Hommell and ,liernard Soulliere.

The school activity of It.\ has been kept moving by the melodious sounds
from the trombone, trumpet and clarinet in the lland, wielded respectively by
Thomas lolmson, Richard \\’ilkins and Leonard l’mldock, who are three of the

Bands linest players.

Next year, 'th ltl, when we are seniors of Assumption l'ligh School, we would
like to have the undergraduates look up to us for a good example as we have
looked up to this year’s graduating class with so much respect. And we hope
to see all those who have been our classmates in 1038—1953!) back again next year
to enjoy a fourth and even more enjoyable scholastic year at Assumption High
School.
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Third Form é Section “B”

Tlll‘: rarest and most precious gems should always be placed in the best and
most beautiful setting possible, and so, we Three l’fers expand our chests
with justiﬁable pride whenever we are called upon to display our bonny
classroom.

Ours is an

ideal location envied by all the less favoured brethren

Radiating sunshine dancing and streaming through the spacious windows, a
superabundance of fresh air, gentle zephyrs, gorgeous scenery and the loveliest
of all (iothic structures behind us; a glimpse of the restless Detroit river from
a rear—side angle view; all these superb qualities combined present a most faithful
)ortraval
of Three
4

l'ers nature.

Yes’ ,you will all agree
that
5
" Ami

and most accurate

this little forum might well serve as a panacea in the promotion of study, health,
good fellowship and sparkling wit.

.\s to the artists and artisans) essayists and inventors words will not suﬁice
nor will ink llow freely enough to extoll their virtues.

There is a report abroad

that l)». l’otvin aims to be a full fledged geologist.

Murray, the inventor, is

dreaming and scheming about building a rocket—ship.

There are several budding

artists in our midst.

1

Snyder aspires to be a columnist and Kennedy's one ambi‘

tion is to own a bowling alley.

Meloche, generous and genial, expects to lease one

of the Detroit and \Yindsor ferry boats during the summer so that he may enter—
tain his friends in royal style.

\\'e have had a ﬁne year with our sometimes successful and sometimes

unsuccessful experiments in Chemistry and we must not forget those strenuous

English classes.

Our time spent in 313 will remain in our minds long after we

have left Assumption.

Thanks for the memory.

'——THE AMBASSADOR
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FIRST R0“'—D. SICLMAN, J. MCKINELY,
'l‘. )IARKIIAM, J. CANNON
NI‘X‘ONI) ROVV—l‘]. GRADY, l9. KENNEDY,
l“. MARKLICIN, (‘. (“GURU-I, l'. MOO-FIRE
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Third 1F1011mm a Section “C”

lil\li \11, the 111ne 111 us, ready to uphold the reputatlon 111 13L.
11 has heen said that good things come 111 small packages and
51L 1s 1111 exception to the rule for that statement is stronglv
exempliﬁed 111 11111' classroom.

ldle 1111asting has no place 111 our little circle, hut we are forced
to admit that we claim some of the most n11tal1le pueri 111 the lllxllr
tution.

15111‘ instance there is 17,11 Grady who is a veritahle 1\r1stotle

when deep, philosophic thought pervades the atmosphere.
is an honourary 111en111er of the l\‘efect11ry Patrol.

1. (11111111111

'l‘hos‘ who resort

to the jargon of the asphalt would call him a “gruhislinge1', 11111
luckily we have 1111 knights of jargon 111 our midst for we are gentler
men all.

l’at Mctluire, together with 1:.

Kennedy and _l. McKinley, are

the component parts of our sport section and of course, we must not
forget our social life with Don Selman, the handsome lothario at the
helm.

Yes, we are, a Hgreat crowd", as Father MacDonald would say.
In spite of our petiteness. however, we feel that we are atlorded a
hetter chance of learning than our larger confreres for the simple
reason that we receive more individual attention.

\\'e are like a happy

family as we study our lessons in perfect complacency.

\Ve will be seeing you next year as seniors and remember g
although we may be small, we are potent!
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Second Form a Section “A”

Tlll“. only class in the school which could, if it so
desired, lay a claim to
being the only totally American class at Assumption is
that known as ‘3.\.
However, among a student body composed mainly of
Canadian patriots.
an openn’tir demonstration of that fact would not be deemed
socially advisable.

It will also be noted that '2A is a class composed ft!) Il/ltttt’} of
boarders.

,
‘
j

i

1

a situation which, we will grant, gives us a slight advantage
in placingr more
men than the ordinary class does on athletic teams representing
Assumption.
To start anywhere but at the beginning. we might mention
that three men.
Rock, C. (iallae‘her and A. Alacl’herson, represented us on the Senior
l’ootball
team the latter two also starringr with the Senior liasketballers; that
_]im (iab
lagher, Alilt Flynn and led Caton played with the junior llasketba
ll squad. with
llill Deane and _lim \\'arner aidiner the former two on the junior Football
team;
and that llill lx’heaunie shone at boxing.
In scholastic rather than athletic
endeavours, we have our leaders in the persons of Frank Deale, (Jerald
Swiacki
and Deane.
To change the topic of conversation, we next remember liill Sheehan whose
bell—ringing,r was sometimes welcome, sometimes unwelcome.
Although lack
(iillis lacked interest in sports. we do not doubt his mind was occupied with more
serious subjects. possibly with the (ieometry at which Roger lirulez excelled.
In spite of the excellence of the studtnts, l’red Stoepel refused to commit himi
SC” 10 .loe McDermott's claim of the superiority of this class as compared with
last year's. Swiacki's arguingr on the subject did no good, as his conversation
soon became tangled up with billboards.
The noise between classes was a true indication of the nature of the
“inhabitants” of the room. liveryone remembers the time Caton and Now‘lin
walked into class for an exam after studyingr the whole night before; no one
will forget the exceptional altitudes attained by I’larris, Kierzed and till \\'allace.
nor the large ears worn by Maher. l‘nll AlcSweeney aided the betweensclass
recreation period by using his fur cap freely, while, lx’unchy, Hayes and Milton
all claimed to be allergic to homework. (iee, 'l‘oth, Lippold. Georgi and Coon
always managed to keep things moving, as did Chase, Valois and lette. The
Ileadrick twins. two “'3A—ers" who represent us in junior athletics, round out
the “Alla\merican lloarder" class of '::.s7‘:’.‘t.
It has been a year full of pleasant memories and activities, 'CIH—'3W, and a year

we will be easily able to remember. l‘iet‘ore we close, and while there is still
room, we would like to sincerely thank our teachers, in spite of the frequent
“jugs” handed out, and to bid a hearty and temporary adieu to all our congenial
pals.
FRANCIS DliALli, tililx’ALD SWIACKI.
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Seecmcll lF©rm éSeetﬁiicm “B” _______

:[l is impnssilile, rather it wnuld l)t‘ t‘nnlhardy, tn attempt tn descrilie in any
titting manner the heterngenenus character nt~ 21‘).

much tnn limited tn attack such a llerculean task.
Shakespeare ~

\\'nrds fail and space is

liyen a Dickens r

nay a

wnuld he tilled with dismay tn dismiss such a grnnp with such

scant attentinn. running the scale

descendant nf that

trnm Lnuis llt‘ltt‘l‘l twhn claims tn l)(‘ a direct

l‘arisian apnthecary whn tilled the tirst

lew acres Ill)(\'(‘

{)ueliec) dn\\n tn ldilin Nadnlin. the \‘irtunsn til the elnngated trumpet!
'l‘his write up must lie linished

rs nnward.

l’ride, as

l7ather .\rnistrnng

has repeatedly tnld us, is the rnnt nt' all sins, yet there must he a justiliahle

cnmplaisance such as cnmes tn anynne when he cnnsiders a wnrk well dnne.
l7nr a class tn calmly lay claim tn the highest schnlastic ranking in the schnnl
we,
withnut the statistics tn substantiate such a claim wnuld he rank heresy. Yet
schnlastic
the students nt' ‘313‘ pnint with this “just pride" tn nur recnrd t‘nr the

lt is hardly lair tn single nnt any student lnr schnlastic
due tn 'l‘ullin
achieyement, because all are schnlarsl llnweyer, snine credit is
year nf

ltti’m‘silfl.

A\llessi, Hill Carr and Dnn 'l‘intinalli.

we have nnt
\\'e all realize the place athletics lime in a liny's life and
present mnment '21}
neglected this impnrtant phase nf nur sclinnl life. \t the
managership n1"
is leading the intra—mural hasehall league, and under the capahle
ll, that game that
l). 'l‘intinalli prnmises tn carry away the tnp linnnurs. llandlia
has many suppnrters
nriginally was played against the walls nf Maynnrth Castle,
try his “hand” at it
amnng the linys nf '3l’). liyen (ireg l’nirier cnndesceiids tn

at nnt sn frequent interyals.

struck an echning
The tirst wnrd nt‘ the llasilian ninttn, “linuilu/em", has
tn take ad\antage nt‘ the
nnte amnngst us and as a class we haye nnt hesitated
l‘rnnf nf this‘ althnugh
true Catlinlic educatinn heing ntl'ered us at .\ssuniptinn.
n recnrd. ()ur fnndest hnpe,
this standard is rather wealc, is inund in nur Missin
neyer relinquish the truths nf
is that one and all, the boys nf nur class may
our future etl‘nrts in whatsneyer
(‘atlinlicity that we are acquiring and that all
nur faith.
fields of endeavour we tind nursel\ es he cnlnured liy

‘r

FIRST ROVV—J. NIX, R. AI).\\I.\‘, J. (‘I.II“I“I<}, I’. BRIG-LET, L. FRAM, J. “'EI‘I‘VHNH), Di‘] I’RIH',
T. BI'RNS
SI‘X‘ONI) ROVV—(E.

IIICRTER, I’.
REI)I)A.\I

JANNICN, l’.

NIX, N.

('ALLICRY,

)I. RICAI‘MI‘},

I“.

ENRIGII’I‘, J.

THIRD ROVV—R. RIONTBLI‘IAU, J. FRAM, T. \I(!I“AI)I)EN, J. MARTIN, I). BROOKS, Y. LALONI), J.
MARIN’I‘ETTE
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Seeondl Form é Seetion “CC”

High School.
IN the opinion of some twentydhc hoys ot‘ .\ssumption (lollege
their teachers.
'3ti had the hest class in the school despite the underrrating hy

for his scholr
lt would he ltardly fair to single out any single student famed
Cl(‘>.\' X. (iallery
astic standing hecatise all are scholars in their own way. XL‘\C1'll1

special mention for their
and l). lx’heaume, T. .\rthur and l l’leasance deserye
court or hockey rink in
time and energy spent either on the gridiron, tennis
hoosting the glory of our alma-mater.

_\lthough not known for its intellectual

moment."
ahility, it li\'ed up to its slogan, “Neyer a dull

\ continual hattle ot-

class from their reyerie.
wits hetween teachers and students awake many in the
many an attempt to throw otl‘
Father (iuinan with his eyer ready wit foiled
Father (loll proyed to he one
the shackles of the e\ er hurdensome homework.
. Throughout the year
of the most amiahle and talented additions to the faculty
of their favourite suhjects
the students found that Canadian llistory was one
r of Mr. i\lul\'ihill.
what with the gruﬁ. manner and keen sense of lnnnou

his Latin class put across
The dynamic power of Mr. l’helan employed in
Father .\rmstrong and Mr.
many a dillicult point. The comhined forces of
ngs and of our faith The per
Follis impressed on us the truths of our teachi
y increased our knowledge of the
suasiye method used hy Father .\lallon greatl
geometrical experience quickly
linglish language. Mix lickert with his excellent
\s a whole, A\ssumption College
and detinitely illuminated many dark theories.
literary and scholastic standing
High School may well he proud of ‘2C. In hoth
ahly with any other class in
we have attained a mark that can compare farour
the institution.

THE AMBASSADOR
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FIRST ROVV—A. LEBER'I‘, R. MONFORTON, W. VVALSII, L. )IELOCIIE, )I. DW'YER, J. I)“‘YER, R.
SCOTT, J. )IcMAHON, J. BENSETTE
SECOND ROVV—II. MCKINNON, I“. MCKROVV, E. HOGAN, (‘. FREEMAN, II. SOI‘MIS, L. RENAI'I), F.
FOSTER
TIIIRI) ROVV—T.

LATHANI, J. MADDEN, T. FOSTER, II. LaI’OR’l‘E, G.
OLIVASTRI, V. JONSON

SMITH, L. REAI'BIE,

N.

FOURTH ROW'—l’. W'RIGIIT, J. QUINN, I). GONIJCA, L. ST. LOUIS, I). BELLEI’ERCIIE, I). NADEN

i"

First: Form é Section “A”

NU idle
trust.
\\le're
docile and
classmates
llcar them

______———-—-.

i

boasting will lind place in this column. 'l‘ruth shall lind a way. we
to re\eal us as \\e really-are: the boys of l.\ and \'ice—\ersa, .\1 boys.
all .\lamma's boys (with the single exception of Nadon); quiet,
goodyrgoodies. ticorge Smith enters, smiling to his \\'orslii1q)ing
smiles and garglcs w “popl
he‘s the "\\'heaties" kid of the class
nickname of bulky tiiguac,
the
was
crackle l" “Jitterbug Larry" once

but "them days is gone former."

‘

.\lission collector, cheerleader and ollicial

paper pickeriupper, l.arry just takes your breath away tbut not .\lr. .\lalone's).
'l‘he l’oster lireres, Tom and l7rank, are athletes superb 7

'>

basketball, handball,

Shut your eyes and try to picture llob Scott
etc. (liet poppa's pt‘otttll)
shouldering l)on l)oniea lot. the intelligentsia, of you please), or _loe (‘alsayara.

I

‘

of pot«shoi (or is it shot—put?) tame.
,

l’erhaps to enumerate our athletic potency would be best:

the handball

l

spotrlight shines on llarry Soumis, liill Cherrie, l’rank McKrow, _Ioe lilood,
taught me
Minibidextrous) and Harry Lal’lante t“'l‘lic t‘hristian Brothers
l'logan,
l‘id
like
heroes
of
linglish”). lnterrtorm basketball re\ealed the talent
quiet. unassuming, and a student, to boot!
Xe\er a class without questions

from

Ray .\dam, .lolm

lieusett or Don

they keep .\lessrs. ,\lul\ihill and l7ollis going. Your correspondent
Lauxon ~
Meloche
has noticed a world of change in the application of Dick Robinson, Leo
MonRoger
and
chc
lielleper
l)on
ask .\lr. Malone why!
and _loe (ialsayara
route.
paper
a
has
lt‘reeman
forton are the atterwlinncr speakers of the class.
who ask him
This possibility will account for the newsy attitude of the teachers
strangers *
the
so many questions. Nick ()liyastri and Vermont lonson are
kept small,
is
on
schools just one big holiday to them. No wonder .\lc.\lah
Alphonse
carrying such a head of knowledge around (a right smart chap!)
linglish class
Lebert and Leo St. Louis, l’rancais patriots, were heard singing in
“lirin go blaw your horn l"

their worries
l’aul \\'right, llill “Lawyer” \\'alsh and Larry ly‘eaume haye
advance for
they
on
quota,
in .\lgebra class 7 7 but what with a boarder's study
more lields to conquer.

i
‘

a \'irtual goldrmiue
in all, we think our teachers are pretty lucky 77 l.\ is
that the students
belieye
we
ly.
inyerse
.\nd,
se.
of talent, deyeloped and otherwi
of instructors they haye
themselyes are pretty lucky in that they haye the group
teachers could manage
same
the
it'
~ 7 learning would certainly be spread around
teachers and fellow
you
of
all
to
l
to handle even more classes. \\'e're gratefu
September comes
when
year
students, and hope that we'll be seeing you next
around.

IIICV RY l..\ PLANTIC.

_————
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FIRST “(WV—R. POOLE. J. “'ALL, FOR'I'IN, SORU, “L LANZA, ()IRARIMH', LADOI'CEI'R, BRI‘NO,
JANISSE, J. RENAI'I)

SECOND ROVV—J.

()l‘LLE’l‘TE, “I. BERKIJ‘IY, “'. ARDIEL, K. CARPENTER,
lL—IVENNEIJA), DI. BARRON, B. DAVIES, (‘. OUELLE’I‘TE

'1‘.

“'ILLIAMS, 0.

TIIIRI) ROVV—J. SCHILLER, J. W'OODRITFI“, I). ‘MI’I‘CHELL, R. FOSSAS, T. SCKORESKI, R. SMITH,
W'. DESJARLAIS, E. BERGIN, J. I’URI)Y

:»1I
m‘,“,_ :

i!
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lFiiirsr: Form a Section “B”

S

(i()()l)l.\' hand of rollicking freshmen cluttered the hallways and portals

ot i\ssumption on the opening day of the fall term.

.\ll were imhued with

one purpose, namely, to gain a sound Catholic education.

Immediately

to
after the lirst hell those stalwarts made their way to the assemhly hall, there
he separated into groups.
of students.

\

l‘irom this \ast assemhlage ll‘) recened its allotment

llardly did they reach their classroom hefore they opened their

led to
hooks, somewhat timidly at tirst, hut since in sortie cases familiarity has

ip has heeii
contempt, in others and in the majority of instances true friendsh
estahlished.

.\s soon as we the students of Hi hecame convinced that tardiness

hed hetween
in studies could not he tolerated, harmonious relations were estahlis

student and teacher.

Some of us hegan to carye a niche for oiirselyes in the

win high laiirels in
halls of learning, others of our memhers were anxious to
the field of sport.

A\t present v we are all conyinced of the induhitahle fact that

honest effort.
the three R's can only he mastered hy hard work and
well that the talent hitried in the earth gains no lustre.

\\ie know

tis long for the carefree
Although at present the gentle springr hi'eezes make

ly, suhmit oiirselyes to
summer months, yet we gladly, or should we say patient
h me goodness, discipline and
he inoculated with the aged llasilian motto, “Teac

knowledge.”

_.__————
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pleasure that
WITH the end of the year in sight, it is naturally with great
It is a
year.
school
0593!)
""
the
of
It
we pen Ithe summation of class
actions have
whose
s
stttdent
of
group
a
s
w
work
to
had
has
class wlnch
in spite of the studies,
heen governed hy seyeral teachers. and- a group which,
rear.
le
managed to hate a wry enioyah

l’rank l.a\'elle and
Starting in “eeniesmeenie minee mo" fashion, we recall
'
in llill lleahan's
dirt
and
paper
stones.
g
his rather underhanded prank of stullin
ns; Raymond
fashio
latest
the
g
wearin
for
mania
his
and
u,\
pockets; lid .\laillo
nt contrasts
freque
nagle‘s
.\lct}u
_loe
llamel's smooth l’rench pronunciation; and
l)onlon
lfather
think
to
seems
g
llaran
Louis
es.
climat
of .\liami and \\'indsor
t, as
pugilis
lt‘
the
,
(iemus
”
picks on hint. and threatens to call in l.ionel “lleef
hattle
a
such
that
opines
mme
lleno
id
\Vilfr
a weapon of defense. lloweyet',
had more athletic experience than
would he unfair, as lfather l)onlon has
Lionel.

the reason for Ray Schmoldt's
.\ sudden interest in airplanes is attrihttted as
exhihit enthusiasm in other
to
es
sudden lag in Latin, while llerh Mary. manag
ng. (ierald Renaud is
standi
stic
schola
a
of
sort
things and still retain some
phonograph is here to
day
its
immoyahle in his opinion that “radio has had
ny Russo can also he
’lohn
.
swing
in
st
intere
stay," as can he seen from his
Robert l’eltier must
that.
it down to
classed as a jitterhug, if you want to hri'ng
needs a secretary
he
says
he
as
us.
of
have many interests unknown to the rest
to say, “No.
heard
nyille is frequently
to type out his homework, while .\rt (Juen
in yet.‘y
I'm not sick, my new pipe isn't hroken

n to most as “llurrsllead" hecause
From \\'arren comes llernard llyers, know
lfrailey enjoys the reputation of heing
of his nifty hrttsh cut, while l'laywootl
_lohn Conway promised the linglish
sas."
known as the "lflash from Arkan
report from a stoppingsoft' point on one
teacher that he would send in his hook
on is still wishing he had handed his in
of his numerous holidays, and liarl \\‘ils
nction of heing on the hoxing team.
on time. 'l‘erry O'Neill enjoys the disti

two of the rare species which makes
Roland llaljorte and lidward \\'all are
in the
ions. and, although l’aul llrick is
use of time in order to pass examinat
he
than
eyes
his
of
out
hair
his
keeping
same category, he has a harder time
does with the studies.

d
in notating some quotations that shoul
For a grand finale we would delight
my
do
to
ed
want
“I
thing. l7roni llill Carh:
go on the 1C tile, were there such a
l’ields:
questions copied down"; from .\lex
the
all
get
t
didn‘
homework, sir, hut
,l'lill llaener
from
and
ks";
hpic
toot
thick
just
“'l‘hose aren't matches W they're
St. l\mour
hewl \\'hat a tough exam!" loe
(at the end of each exam.): “\\'
ring. john
ent
anci
er
rath
a
hare
all
hut they
tries so hard with his excuses,
the questions
are and Ted Blctiuire with all
Scott is disgusted with Shakespe
tip to 311‘.
look
ys
alwa
he'll
d
rowe
Chick has
Father Donlon asks him. Court
?
Follis, and who can hlame him

l‘ossihly so, hut it will undouhtedly
Rather an incoherent article, you say? after all, is its only purpose.
h,
many smiles in future days, whic

hring us
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everyone knows
THE best class in .\ssumption High School you say? \\'hy
know. Seriously,
that ll) is the claimant to that title. at least those in ll)
of fellows that
though. we think that we are just about the ﬁnest group
ticism for numbered
you would ever want to meet. \\'e rate high in scholas
ens and all the other great
among,r us are the future i\ristotles, I’latos, liinsti
with ridiculous ease and
thinkers of the world. \Ve translate and recite Latin
mockery to the text books.
the intricate equations of \lgebra are solved in
read with great enthusiasm
Charles Dickens' “Tale of Two Cities” was carefully
.
by all of us. 'l‘ruly. we are scholars of the ﬁrst waters

rs who can pursue both
This noble conglome'ate band of stalwart schola
much variety and colour as a
books and fun with equal efﬁciency, presents as
lus" slays our good judgment;
l’). and l’). circus. .\t frequent intervalsy the "diabo
dawdling minuteness of inherited
for, tending to our lessons with the fidelity and
ly puncture our good resolutions
genius, we scholars suddenly and unexpected
many times have we sat oxieyed,
with turbulence and intrepid rashness. How
\\'e wear life as a rose in our
long after the bell for departure has sounded.
love to return to our hearths to enjoy
lapel, and after our hard day's work, we
unconsciously or otherwise, the cork
the contiguities of leisure. \\'e burlesque
titters and robustious voices are much
tortions of a few fellow jesters. Mirthful
in evidence here.

will not cause any of us
Let us hope that 'lune's report card

r thrills of satisfaction on our success
to emit sorrowful puffs of wind, but rathe
in having scaled Mount Olympus.
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Eighth Grade

l

our eighth grade
tiR.\l)l'.\'l‘l()I\' class in every sense of the word is
tled "superiors"
selfsti
by
upon
grout 1. whose students, although looked down
which will
deeds
plish
accom
in the High Sc hool and College, will some day
give ,\ssumption ample cause to boast.

A

se

you Dave McLaughlin (who
_\s corroboration of t his statement we otter
metician, and Ray Roberts as a
dad is an accountant) as our master mathe

History. 'l‘hen there is joe linder,
diligent enquirer of the line points of llritish
conceals a quick intelligence
an enthusiastic draftsman; tieorge Landry. who
liol) Reach and his favourite class.
heneath a “Stepn' lfet chit" countenance;
always seems to rea< l like the lirst
tort
(ieography. and lien Loranger, whose re]
few pages in a dictiona ry.

model airplane enthusiasts in the
Indeed eighth grade is well supplie< l with
l'lill Laughlin and Larry Costello. The
persons of Larry Mine 1‘, _lack Rickhart,
models which were sometimes utilized
latter's models were practical paper
we see lx'en Carson and Rob
between periods. Looking further down the line,
t and successful efforts to catch up after
tiroesheck, hoth of whom made \ 'alian

the latter's native

lmlironone aliout
short illnesses. lit)l) Ct )ulter heckling jack
1
has almost every Scout )adge. setting
spaghetti, and liill S hunk, the lad who
l
.\nd further
of chalk together. .\h, yes
lire to a desk liy grim ling two pieces
homework.
ne
undo
in
expla
to
feminine voice
on we see ’yill .lel‘fry u sing his low
no end,
class
ion
Relig
lly's
.\lr. (YRei
liill l7ur lone5. whose llull etin lloard assisted
these.
es
Besid
ics.
sentative in athlet
and .\rt lierger, our eighth grade repre
mmf
on
is
le
hvil
ting that his native Nort
there is jerry Nelson, still insis
Sir
of
s
work
the
who 1 )atriotically favours
Michigan maps, and C; lynn llarrons,
\Valter Scott.

two inseparaliles, jimmy llarth and
li‘urther along in our memory are those
teria—keeper
mpts to wheedle credit from Cafe
.loe. Campeau, lid Laml > and his atte
a green tie on
s daring escapa< le of wearing
Mr. \\'oods, and .\lex .\lc‘\\'illiam'
k of hiding
l )e remembered for his tric
St. l’atrick's Day. Ray l)eCreane will
dues when they
"nailing" his clients for Mission
behind the candy coun ter and
boys should
that
was
Roger Ducharme's philosophy
showed their money.
of Rob .\lc‘
that
e
whil
hed at least his age,
definitely not smoke until they reac
Study»Hall
the
h
wit
s should he friendl y
Kenna w as that all ambitious stut lent
)residential
1
ve
ecti
enjoyed the resp
Henry Russel and "lerry l’onget
master.
week after
a
for
:Zttt
:1
ety (which me t at
positions in the Honourary Historic Soci
llrown.
lEill
.
rnational Society of 'litterliugs
each History exam) and the Inte
who
ks,
eric
Fred
e exclamation m arks, Cxeorge
who simply couldn't pronounce thos
me,
kna
nic
whose
except Hitler, Dick \Vhite,
is in favour of all (iermans
use
heca
”
sanova
e, .\ll>ert Cxenova, known as “Ca
“ lotheration", was so apt n‘opriat
argicul
tu
re.
tical
lack Lovell, an expert on prac
l
of his girl in every port, and
211“
es
t memori
remember as filled with fondes
round out a class whicl i we will
come!
s. High School, here we
welcome recollection
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(Grades Six and Seven

seyenth grades reports that the
Till“. class which incorporates sixth and
high. in which athletics. entei=
acti\ities t‘or tttt’m'iiitt haye reached a new
te the fact that there is no
tainment and humour are predominant. Despi
nts in it feel no loss of prestige on
lower scholastic group in the school. we stude
when
sense of freedom from responsiltility
that account, hut rather experience a

we realize that we haye so many
achieyement.

fellow students with

greater ahility for
'

most t‘tt\'i.’tltl(’ acct)mplishinents is
l‘rohaltly the one amongst us with the
or heing on hoth the Senior Sul) .\linim
'l‘onnny "l’unchy" Marts, whose record
teams. of heing a tiery lmxer, an Ill)lL‘
llaskethall and l3oothall Championship
is one any \ssumption athlete could
swimmer and a promising hasehall star,
usually his sparring partner hetween ltl3
justly hoast (ll)()lll, lack .\laclntyre is
ie .\rmstrong
and '31tttl l’..\l.

hetween ly’onn
l“rom here it looks like a close race

.
.\w‘ard. with no holds liarred. Ray llaxin
and (ierry Cherite tor the .\cademic
tly
recen
just
l.
schoo
the
in
smallest student
yyho claims the honour of heing the
Dick
school llandt l’rank Laughliu and
the
on
ong
joined his pal l’at l’url
anes
airpl
l
mode
the
tic sound ellects for
“lnyentor” (iermaine produce yery realis
le
capah
the
r
unde
llill llilton construct
which (iordon “joe” Reynolds and
.
engineering guidance of "l’unchy" .\laus

to lie
istic amhitions, his tendency seems
.\lthough _Ierry .\leretsky has pugil
\loe
l’ugilism is apt to come into play it
in fayour of Hygiene and tieography.
a
to
g
rdin
acco
s.
aisle
the
in the middle of
\\'orden continues to stretch his legs
cal
surgi
his
to
ink
ng
his hahit or mixi
teacher. jimmy Carnegie attrihutes

rt McCarthy
is a yery neat explanation. _\ll>e
amltitions‘. which, we would say,
hy teacher
grap
tieo
was forced to admit to the

lost his argument, how ey er. as he
Dekiddler
sun. \\'e (lUUiIl \ery much it‘ l‘aul
that the earth tray els around the
listen to
to
gh
he neyer stops talking long enou
will eyer lose an argument. as
he saying.
what anyone, else might chance to
are l)on
parahles. if ey er there were any.
Still there are more. Two .true inse
\s the
.
arian
liln'
class
latter of whom is the
Thomas and Don liesterci, the
\‘tars.
r\lls,
der
hoar
their yictory oyer the
(lay scholars are still gloating oyer
of
which

latter faction is

represented hy

l“red

llailey. the teacher. hy

way

day‘s lesson.
and _loe ly’usso to explain the next
celehration, allowed ly’oy Simard
that either
sure
he
hack of the room. you can
i\ny time a racket arises at the
nsiltle.
respo
ly
rect
l laipensee is directly or indi
Larry llickey, ~liin l‘eck or Ceci
. with
pair
er
latt
this
referees the ltouts waged liy
Charlie McLaughlin usually
of
city
capa
t,
licial. hut neyertheless importan
Frank .\rtiss acting in the unot
cheeringssection leader.

rienced such
out of this class, for we expe
\\Ve almost dread haying to pass
might he
ses
clas
n
walls. Still, other Assumptio
a wonderful year within its
r, then!
embe
Sept
'l‘ill
we do not mind too much.
thoroughly as enjoyahle. and so

l
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FRONT ROVV—PROF. I). l’. SABIA, G. FORGET, L. BALINN‘K, O. NADALIN, J. TRI'ANT,
F. ABALIN],
WV. TOBIN, W'. CARR, 1). BROWN, T. GATES, (‘. (‘l'RRY, (‘. HEI'FELDER
.
W'. “'IN’I‘ERS, Drum-Diajor
SECOND ROW—E.

SEEW'ALI), l‘. BARRETT, R. WILKINS, W'. W'ALSH, F. KIERNAN, (7. GEORGI,
N. W'YSE, E. POISSON, L. (‘HADWK‘K

"m urnw‘A macwx‘

BACK ROW—D. VIAU, E. GRADY, R. DECRAENE, T. JOHNSTON, R. DE RE,
L. GRAY, A. WATSON
ABSENT—C. THOMPSON
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Tllli past school year has seen the inauguration of the .\ssumption College
llantl as a functional unit of the school, l'nder the ahle direction of 151'.
Harrison and l‘rofessor Saltia, the lland has hlossomcd forth as one of the

most popular and colourful activities in .\ssumption. 'l‘he heautiful and pictur—
esrtue uniforms provided for the lland this season lllllh'C the hoys a real treat for
the eyes. and I am sure that it gives a ltig "lift" to an .\ssnmptionite to see his
school lland swing into step. playing our teams' ltattlc songs.

The, hoys have gladly lent their time and energy in rehearsing and their
efforts ha\e not heen unrewardetl, for they can now sit down and do a fine jolt
on selections ranging from a l)t)ll\'it to an (lverture. 171'. Harrison has seen to it
of
that there is a well—stoclv'ed lihrary and that nothing is lacking in the line
musical equipment.

The, lland is comprised of ’eollege and High School students, and the
organiza—
officers are taken from hoth of these departments. The oflicers of the
,
johnston
tion are: lidward Seewaltl, l‘resident; \Villiam Burke and Thomas
Chief
.\l)aldo,
\iceil’residents; l‘aul llarrett, Secretarys'lireasurer; and l’elix
I ,i l )I‘le‘l an.

ion
The first puhlic appearance of the liand was made at the .\ssumpt
in
attired
were
hoys
'l‘he
henetit.
its
for
given
was
Merry»(itrRound which
splendid
a
made
and
time,
first
the
for
\\'hite
their new uniforms of l’urple and
at haskethall games
showing at this function. Since that time they have played
Father Flanagan's
at
tion
presenta
le
and school shows and have made an admirah
lecture at the l’alace 'l‘heatre.

ns, some of them
included in the lland's personnel are many tine musicia
d their training
receive
products of l’rofessor Sahia's lessons, and some having
'l‘om Johnston.
are:
n
in various parts of the country. .\ few we might mentio
.\lex \Vatson, ltass;
tromhone; l‘aul llarrctt, trumpet; Damion \'iau, hass;
t; hesides the many others
Charles (ieorgi. saxaphone; Leonard llaldoclv'. clarine
thus far.
who have played an important role in the Hands success

had a successful year, it
Now that the school year is over and the lland has
ng next year to include in its
will mark time for the summer vacation, planni
orchestra. So we hope now that
retinue a symphonic orchestra and also a dance
year and we will close with a
.\ssumption will see a lot of musical activity next
hlue hook, l)())‘,s‘ !"
little harmonv: "Numher l? in the

71w
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T1115. animal retreat at Assumption Col‘
lege is an anxiously awaited event
among the spiritual activities.

This

_vear, as well as in sixty—eight previous
years, it has been the most memorable of
all activities centering about the spiritual.
The success with which this year's retreat
was accompanied can be attributed to the
excellent choice of retreat masters.
Ric'.
‘

'
. "1“
“‘"H I “1"”

lI

The

Reverend Father D. _l. \\'holihan of Detroit
conducted the three days of player,
.
'
meditation and silence.

Father \Vholihan had been a student at .\ssumption. He had lived the life
of the present day student and as a result he. was well acquainted with the
problems, trials and difﬁculties both spiritual and temporal which the student has

to contend with in his undergraduate days.

This wealth of knowledge and

experience he employed to the beneﬁt of all in his absorbing conferences. This
was the reason for the evident eagerness of the student to be in attendance.

The three days of conferences, spiritual exercises and silence, the latter
beingr maintained with t'aditional reverence throughout, soon became yesterdays.

Father \Vholihan had given his last conference in which he urged all the
students to hold fast their new resolutions.

a..._.~:t-

The early days of November have passed, never to be recalled, but the
memory of Father \Vholihan and his conferences will live long in the minds of
Assumption students. \\'e are sincerely grateful that he was chosen as the

retreat master for 1938—3!) and our p ‘ayer is that (iod will grant him many years
to do the same work of future Assumption students.
—~RlCH.\ RD 1.. ROLAND.
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ption each year is the exposi—
ONE of the most spectacular events at Assum

red hours.
tion of Our Divine Lord on the altar for forty treasu

For three

chapel, spiritual centre of the
days the students tiled in and out of the
ment. Never, at any other time, is
college, to adore Christ in the Blessed Sacra

arrangements and candelabra.
the main altar so bedecked with exquisite ﬂoral
of the spiritual activity here and
The Forty Hours has become an intergal part
nt.
is anxiously looked forward to by every stude

h 29th, with solemn High Mass of
This year the devotion opened on Marc
Lee
celebrant and was aSsisted by Father
Exposition. Father Harrison was the
consisted of devotions in
P. Ruth. The following three evenings
and Father
es by Fathers Pickett, Donnelly and
common with three inspiring discours
Collins.

March
was chanted on the morning of
The Solemn Mass of Deposition

P. Ruth and
the celebrant and Fathers
31st, with Father H. V. Mallon as
d with solemn Benediction.
Thompson assisting. The devotions close

- t-——THE AMBASSADOR

TIIIC EDITORIAL NTAI'TI“
JUIIN LYNCH, “'ILLIAM KAI'L, “'ILIII
A.“ (i()“'l)\i, PATRICK )II'LLIN, RAYMO
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Nli of the most outstanding highlights of the
1938—1930 semester

at AsO sumption High School undoubtedly was
the organization of the High
School Staff of The Ambassador, and the metho
ds in which these gallant
knights of the pen and ink performed their
various duties. To iather Y. j.
(iuinan goes the majority of the credit for
the enthusiasm aroused in the
students; the organization of the book and
the election of various students to
ﬁll the numerous capacities of the book. His
name is mentioned ﬁrst because

of this and the fact that he was the driving force
behind the entire, somewhat
complicated enterprise.

The ﬁrst few meetings merely determined the amoun
t of ﬁnancial aid which
would be necessary, the ofﬁcers needed and the
very plausibility of the book.
Durin

g the ﬁrst few days it was all that could be
done to explain to a group of
rather inexperienced “high—schoolers” what the
nature of a Year Book was.

The next step was the appointment of the high
school executives on The
Ambassador.

Robert Bondy was appointed Chairman of
the Patrons Committee;

\\'illia1n Beckett of the Advertising Committee
and Albert Hebert of the Sub—

'scription Committee. \Villiam (lowdy was elected
liditor, and was assisted in
his work by Patrick Mullen and \Villiam Kaul as
assistant editors. Raymond

y
Tlll‘) BI'SLV ICSS STA FF

S IA'I‘I‘ID—B. HANSON. R. BYRNI‘IS,

ll. DICLANI‘IY, J. ()‘ROI‘RKIG, (‘. GALLAGHER

STANDING—H. IH'I‘IIHSALI‘I, 'l‘. PATHS, R. MOODY, T. O'NEIL, H. LA I'LANTIC, L. RI‘II‘IILLI‘HVIS,
0. NADALIN, L. LUHH'CICI'R

Harwood and John Lynch were chosen respectively as Sport and Activities
liditors. Herbert Delaney was selected as chairman of the lloarders’ l’atron
Committee, a branch of the Central l’atrons Committee.

\\'ith this able group at the helm, The Ambassador appeared destined for
success. However, very little was done until February, with the exception of
the
the advertising, when the copy, subscriptions and patrons began to till
the
induce
to
premiums
as
ollice. Mcmo pads and sweater crests were given
still doubtful student body to invest in the necessary subscription.

\\'e could mention several yet, who enjoy no Ofﬁcial capacity on the annual
and yet whose advice has been inestimable. However, the editor of the College
Ambassador, Mr. Richard Farrell, rates more than anyone else we can recall
ship which
for his patience, time, ability and advice. \Yithout him the relation

would
was necessitated between the two Ambassadors (college and high school ,)
probably have very meagre indeed.

‘3}
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have, in even
In closing may we offer our sincere thanks to all those who
'l‘heir
success.
a
ado‘
Ambass
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uted toward makin<r
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ness
willing
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and
school
the
to
work indicates Assumption’s true spirit—loyalty

a

to work for the honour of that school.
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ﬁrst Sodality

of the

Blessed

Virgin

was

founded in 1503 at Rome, in the Roman College

of

the

Belgian.

Society of

Jesus, by

John Leunis,

a

its object was to assist the students in their

efforts to grow in knowledge and virttle and to
stimulate and direct them in their desire to assist
others, This society was originally organized for
boys and young men. It was only in 1731, almost 200
years after its foundation, that married women and
young ladies were admitted.
The Sodality has a twofold object: 1. Increase of
personal sanctity amongst the members themselves.
2. Zeal for souls. The Sodality seeks to achieve the
ﬁrst of thesc objects by encouraging its members to
attend more frequently the exercises of piety held

publicly in the Church, by instructing them in the art
of prayer,

especially mental

prayer,

and by urging

them to the more frequent reception of Holy Com—
munion. lt seeks to accomplish the second object of
its mission by inviting its members to assist spiritually
and materially the less fortunate members of the
community to which the members belong. The society
is thus a social unit whose members are knit together

by their intense love for God and the souls which He
Came on earth to save. The Sodality aims at radiating
the charity of Christ which is the bond of perfection.
It was only in the Fall of 1937 that the students
of Assumption College, both boarders and day scholars,
were received jointly into the Blessed Virgin’s

Sodality.

Father

Bellisle,

then

,
the

Chaplain

and

Director of the Society, held one meeting a week for

each section in the College Chapel where Benediction
of the Blessed

Sacrament was sung‘ and a spiritual

message was given by the Chaplain.

On

May 15,

1938, a very large May Day Celebration took place in
Assumption Church and on the College campus when
the Sodalities of all the parishes in \Nindsor along
with the Sodalities of St.

Mary’s Academy and As—

sumption College joined to openly confess their love
for Mary, the Blessed Mother of Jesus Christ. To
add splendour to the occasion, the Catholic Central
Band from Detroit was engaged to come over and
lead the procession from the Church to the campus.
The young men and women met in the Church where
the opening hymn was sung, and then marched in
the procession of the Blessed Sacrament to the
grounds where solemn Benediction was held.

Since our beloved Chaplain, Father Bellisle, passed
away in December of last year, Father Murphy has
taken charge of the College Sodality, and under his
splendid leadership the sodalists are keeping up the
good work which Father Bellisle so diligently started.

Both the Boarder and Day Scholar units have their
own officers to organize all sodality work.

l’refect of

the Boarders is Wilfrid I'lussey; sub—prefect, Jack
Fox; Sophomore representative, Eugene Dalton; and
Freshman representative, Elliott Wagoner.
Officers
of the Day Scholars are Francis )lurphy and Carlo

(Virassi, Prefect and Sub—prefect respectively.
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llli fifth season of the Christian Culture Series has
T excelled the four previous seasons.
That it has
dwarfed similar series on this continent is the claim
made for it hy independent critics who have, written from
Chicago, New lingland, and other sections of America,
lts intellectual and spiritual contrihution to the life of
Assumption College can hest he understood and appreciated
REV. .1. s. nuwm’, (use.
hy those of us who lived here just previous to its incep~
Director
tion. The “Depression” seemed to extend further than the
economic sphere then; it corroded the spirit and “froze the
genial current of the
soul."

Having just arrived from the warm precincts of anothe
r llasilian institu~

tion where the “pen was considered mightier than the
sweat~sock" and the life
of the mind superior to haser kinds of helteriskelter.
I felt like an exile from
Athens suddenly ensconced in practical Sparta. l was remind
ed of \\'oodrutl"s
l>rilliant satire, “l’lato's American lx’epul)lic," in which
Socrates rehukes the
American who was standing hy Niagara lialls and lamenti
ng the waste of so
much energy in that mighty torrent. “It reminds me,” replied
Socrates, “of the
energy of so many of the Americans which should he
harnessed to superior
things like philosophy." Somehow or other, the aroma of
integral Catholicism
5

at Assumption seemed too faint.

}
l
[

surgence of positive Catholicism here, the Assumption College
Lecture League
must share in the credit. The dynamic message of thirty—s
ix \vorld—fanmus

L

If there has since heen a tremendous re~

exponents of Christian culture, who have dwelt with us for various
periods of

l

time, some of them returning every year, has had a profound
effect.

REV. LEONARD J. FICICNICY. NJ.
(‘1) reservation
of

ll
I,“

ll;
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REV. THOMAS MOONEY. (‘.N.(‘.
“Youth on

the

March"

RI‘IV. l‘). J. FLANAGAN
“The lieu] Boy's 'l‘mvn"

em 5%
The influence for good on the materialistic ozone of
the MichiganA()ntario enyironment has been considerable.
Through the Lecture League, too, the venerable name of
Assumption, replete with its sterling traditions, has now
become associated, in the minds of people everywhere, with
what is, cultu‘ally and spiritually, noble, great. and good.
.\ Cardinal, Archbishops, bishops, distinguished professors,
and great men from liurope and .\merica have written to
bestow their blessing and praise on the Christian (ulture
.
.
Series.

,
“""R- “hm” "- “"‘m
The

Opening

r

Speaker

The story of the founding of the Lecture League, I deliberately omit for
now, but I should be ungrateful were I to neglect certain eminently- mention—
able facts.

\\'ithout the gracious permission of‘l’athcr MacDonald, the annual

generosity of. the patrons and members, and the encouragement of certain
enthusiastic spirits, the Christian Culture Series could never have reached its
present stature. [Especially in the enthusiastic category, 1 must include lfather
Lee and Father \\'ilfrid Dwyer, the incomparable dynamo of Catholic .\ction. the
founders of the Catholic .\ction Club and Knights of the Blessed Sacrament.
loth have left an indelible mark on the progress of .\ssumption, and their kind
assistance in the critical days at the beginning of the Lecture League cannot be
forgotten; nor must l close before recognizing the valuabl‘ assistance of Ifranlg

I
T5
2:3
,«l

E

l
l

5. Yeager, 3A., of Houston, Texas.

E

il\)l‘:\'7. ‘l. STANLEY ML'RI’HY, Chll’n, )l..\.

l
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J.\(‘QI'E.\' MAINTAIN

“’l‘homistie Philosophy"

REV.

OWEN FRANCIS DI'IHJCY

“()rdeuls of Generations"

EMME’I'T LAVERY

“After Hollywood. “1nd?”
2l
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FIRST ROVV—R. IZYRNES, B. “IEMAN, \‘V. ZORN, J. MARKLELV, H. RI'EDISALE, ll. DELANEY,
G. REAI'ME, A. GRANZIOL, E. KENNEDY
SECOND R()“'—.\1R. )ll LVIHILL, E. ROCK, A. )[acl’HERNON, A. LANGLOIS, I). .‘[:\Y, T. ARTlll‘R,
(‘. GALLAGHER, FR. ARMSTRONG, ('mu‘ll
THIRD ROW'—VV. BEI'GLE’I‘, Trainer; J. GANNON, A. TRI'AN’I‘, H. JONES, 1“. TOT", D. )IAI‘RH‘E,
V. MARIANO, J. McFADDEN, Mgr.

HI“. 1938 Senior Football team enjoyed a fairly successful season, which
saw it enter the playoffs in the local High School \VOSSA League. By
ﬁnishing their regular schedule with a record of three Victories against
two defeats, the Seniors were tied with Kennedy Collegiate for second place,
and thus gained the right to enter the race for the district championship.
The season opened with the Purple and \N’hite (iridders starting off on the

right foot.

Before an enthusiastic crowd, on the local campus, our boys defeated

a highly-rated Kennedy twelve 71—2. In this nip—and—tuck affair, with both teams
guilty of several costly fumbles, the punting of Bill Zorn and \‘lClOtlS line play of
G. Kennedy stood out, with Zorn also accounting for all of (\ssuinption's points.

Encouraged by their ﬁrst win, the Seniors started out strongly in their
second home game with Vocational. However, in spite of the terrific tackling of
Reudisale and Arthur, the Redmen of Vocational came through with a 7—1
victory, when an intercepted pass behind the goal line made possible the only

major score of the game.
The ﬁrst battle away from home saw Assumption strike fast and lead 3—0
as the game drew to a close, but a lighting Patterson aggregation, by Virtue of a
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(Continued)
blocked kick, came from behind to conquer 6—4.
work of Granziol on the line stood out.

In this thrilling encounter, the

Fighting for a playoff berth, the Seniors played inspired football in their
fourth game to register an impressive 12—2 victory over the Blue and \Vhite of
W'alkerville. Long runs by our own backﬁeld kept the fans on their feet, while

the defensive work of Burns, Blake, and Langlois was outstanding.

In the ﬁnal contest of the regular schedule, Father Armstrong’s gridders
proved too strong for a game and courageous Sandwich twelve, as the Seniors

came through with an 11—1 win. Delaney and Rock starred for the local forces
on the offensive, with Ruedisale again shining on the defense.
So, with visions of the district championship in the minds of each and
every player, the Seniors entered the playoffs against their most bitter rivals,
the Vocational twelve. On a gridiron that looked more like the Detroit River

than a football ﬁeld, the Purples put up a battle that will long be remembered in
Assumption history. The big Red team from Tech took advantage of two As—
sumption fumbles to secure a lead which it never relinquished and, as the
whistle for half time blew, the Seniors were frustrated within the shadow of the
goal posts. Long runs again featured the play of Assumption's backﬁeld with the

defensive work of Marklein being outstanding.

The ﬁnal score was 10—6 for

Vocational, a heartbreaker to lose if there ever was one.
The team should be commended for its consistent courage, in View of many
injuries and exceptionally strong opposition this year. In the second game

Archie MacPherson, a very promising player, was lost to the team with a broken
ankle, an incident which is a typical example of Assumption’s year—round
unfortunate accidents. A great deal of appreciation is due Father Armstrong,
the coach, and Mr. Mulvihill, who developed one of the ﬁnest forward walls in
this district.

H.

Rl'EIHSALE

Resume of games :
Assumption . . . . . . . . . 4
Assumption . . . . . . . . . 1

Kennedy . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vocational .. . . . . . . .7

Assumption . . . . . . . . . 4

Patterson . . . . . . . . . . 6

Assumption . . . . . . . . . 12
Assumption . . . . . . . . . l 1
Assumption . . . . . . . . . 6

Walkerville . . . . . . . .2
Sandwich . . . . . . . . . . l
Vocational . . . . . . . . 10

H. DELANEY
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HAMILTON, LAYELLI‘I. DE MARCO, J. KNORI’I’, ’1‘. KEENAN, N. (‘ALLERY, J.
HOPE, PICHE, J. STEINER, J. CONLON
SECOND ROVV—J. LIVINGSTON, H. LARROVV, GONEIA, M. FLYN’I‘, J. GALLAGHER, (THEFFINS,
nigh; BATTE, A. IIYLANI), J. (ilRARIN), (‘. JAleE, )IR. FOLLIS, (‘mu'll
FIRST R0vv—J.

.
l

l

R. FOLLIS’ 1938 Junior Football team, in spite of very little, if any,
M support from Lady Luck, came just within ﬁve points of reaching the

t

play—offs in the local \VOSSA League.

After the ﬁrst game injuries were

i

predominant for the remainder of the season, a fact which didn’t help matters
any. Thus, in winding up the schedule with one win, two ties, and two losses, a
play—off position seemed certain, but, as Vocational was tied with the Purples and

.

had ﬁve more scoring points than our own boys, they were awarded the coveted
berth.

‘

\

1

The Juniors began this year’s quest for football honours on the local
campus in a hectic struggle with Patterson Collegiate. As is unusual in an

l

opening game, few fumbles marred the play of either team and the stubborn
defensive work of Assumption’s forward wall was outstanding. The game was
just about as close as the 1—] score would indicate, with Milton Flynt, capable
ﬁeld—general, and Allen Arthur, husky outside, both coming through with some

j
l
1

Vicious tackling.
(

Assumption supporters witnessed another close encounter in the second
game, from which the Purple and \Vhite emerged on the top with a 2—1 victory

‘
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FIRST ROVV—FRANK W'ANSBOROI‘GH, J. I’LE.\NEN('E, REV. (‘. J. ARMSTRONG, Couch; (‘. (EALLAGHER, H. RI‘EIHNALIC
SECOND “(WV—B. ZORN, II. DELANEY, N. DI'NN, B. \VIEMAN, J. JOHNS, Mgr.
THIRD “(WV—FRED “'ANNBOROI'GH, L. GRAY, A. )[m-I’HERSON

.
i

HIS year’s Assumption Senior ’yaskethall team was one of the most colour—
ful teams ever to grace the hardwood. The fast playing, smooth balk
handling, and perfect co—ordination of our boys gave the fans something to
take notice of. Sully Dunn, a mere three hundred pounds, with an unfailing
pivot shot, was high point man with 137' points, while John I’leasence and Herb
Ruedisale, two of the best shots in the \\'.().S.S.i\., blended together to mak‘ a
pair which was a menace to every team it met. .\rchie Macl’herson and Frank
\Vanshorough were two phenomenal cagers, i\rchie making his points with one
hand corner shots and Frank dropping them in from mid—ﬂoor. \\'ieman was an
excellent guard and ﬁne ball—handler.
labe \\'ansl)orough, following in his
brother’s footsteps, also was a great aid to the team.
In the \V.().S.S.:\. League Assumrnion won six and lost four, their biggest
score being against Sandwich Collegiate 37—17), and their biggest upset in a 3l-2l
loss to Vocational. The boys made a ﬁne showing both at home and away. In
the local gym, the Seniors won from Sandwich, Kennedy and \\/'alker\'ille, and
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(Continued)
while playing in foreign territory they successively defeated the same three teams

again.
Perhaps their outstanding game was the one at \Valkerville. It was a
nip—and—tuck affair all the way, no team leading by more than three points at
any time, and the score standing 34—33 at the final whistle. The ﬁrst overtime
period was a breath—taking affair, both teams committing fouls and each scoring
one point, which. of course, necessitated another overtime session.

However, in

the second period lx’uedisale put in the winning basket to end one of the closest
games of the season.

Of the eight players on this year’s Senior squad, ﬁve will be back next
season. These are Archie Macl’herson, John I’leasence, Bernard \Vieman,
Chuck Gallagher and Herb Delaney. MacPherson, Pleasence and VVieman were
all regulars this year. Pleasence rated third in high scoring with 36 points in
the \MO.S.S.A. competition and 26 points in exhibition games for a grand total
of (32 points all season. MacPherson placed fourth in the standing with a total
of 59 points. Chuck Gallagher will be another man to keep an eye on next year,
for he will have the advantage of this year’s experience in the Senior company.

Besides these lettermen, there will be plenty of first—class material coming up
from the junior teams, as Keenan, Flynt and Snyder will be eligible for junior
next year.

The Seniors also showed up well in their various exhibition games, with
outstanding cage teams in the district. Perhaps the most important contest, from
a spectator’s point of view, was the one with Cathedral High of Saginaw,
from which the Purple hoopsters emerged on top with a 27—20 score. This was a

rough and tumble affair, with both teams guilty of several fouls. Frank VVans—
borough and Sully Dunn provided most of the scoring for the local boys and
turned in very classy performances.
A great deal of praise for the success of this high—class aggregation should

be credited to Father Armstrong, whose untiring efforts assisted no little in
making it the success it was.

FRANK W'ANSBOROUGH
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A. IVIacPHERSON

SULLY DUNN
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FIRST ROVV—R. MUOIH', J. "OPE, ’l‘. KEENAN, T. (‘A’I‘ON, B. LII'I'OIJ). J. DONLON
SECOND R0“'—E. GRADY, Mun; J. GALLAGHER, 'l'. SI‘IARLICN, J. )lARKLl‘lIN, M.
SNYDER, B. .‘IAYOTTIC, MR. FOLLIS, (‘nzu'll

FLYNT,

MR. FOLLIS’ Juniors had a very upsand—down season this year, winning
only four games out of fourteen. It seems that Lady Luck just over—
looked the team, for many times they were in the lead till the ﬁnal quarter
and then, by some misfortune, would be nosed out by a small margin. The boys
played ﬁne games and never were lacking in ﬁghting spirit. They were smooth
ball—handlers, had a great passing attack, and were good pass intercepters. Don—
lon was the most outstanding player on the team, having a good long shot and

being the fastest man on the floor; he broke fast, played a very deceptive
game, and intercepted many of the opponents' passes. Marklein, playing center,
was also a great pass intercepter and a very valuable man to have near the

basket for rebounds.

Mayotte and Snyder were two excellent guards, Mayotte

having the knack of tieing his man up so he could neither pass nor move. Flynt,
an outstanding guard, suffered a broken ankle at mid—season but recovered in
time to play the last two games, scoring eight points against Gordon McGregor

and four against St. Joseph’s. Searles was another good centre and did some
high scoring. Moody and Jim Gallagher were both valuable men, Moody playing
guard and making some ﬁne pivot shots.

Ted Caton and Tad Keenan were two
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hard—working forwards, Caton being an exceptionally smooth ball—handler and

Keenan getting in seve‘al short shots.

jim Hope, another snappy little forward,

played a good game all season.

In the \VOSSA League the juniors played fourteen games, winning four
and losing ten. Their outstanding win was against Gordon McGregor with a
score of 44—40.

However, perhaps the most exciting contest was a 26—22 loss at

Kennedy, with the score at half time being 16 to (l in Kennedy’s favor.

Bill

Snyder was the best player on the floor as he bagged eight points for the Purples.
The fighting spirit, cha ‘acteristic of this year's junior squad, was well evidenced

in a give—and—take affair with St. joseph’s. With only a few seconds left to
play in the ﬁnal session, the juniors put on a sustained attack to win by the
narrow margin of 24—23.

However, the juniors enjoyed better luck in their exhibition games with
some classy teams from across the border, the most important being a highly—
rated All Saints ﬁve of Detroit. The juniors shower perhaps their best style
of the season in scoring an impressive 30—21 victory over the Detroiters.

Mark—

lein led the l’urples’ attack, producing eight points, as well as playing a strong
defensive game.

Of the twelve men on the junior Basketball squad, six will be eligible to
play with the team next season. These are Mayotte, Caton, Gallagher, Donlon,
Searles and Lippold. ()f the remaining six, three are graduates and the other
three, Keenan, Flynt and Snyder, will probably be aspirants for the Seniors.

Donlon led in high scoring with (31 points, with Marklein coming in second with
53. It is hard to say what players will constitute next year’s team, as a lot of
new material will most likely register in the Fall and come up from the Minim
teams. At any rate they will undoubtedly be a team we can be justly proud of.

T. NEARLI‘IS

THE ST. JOSEPH GAME

J. MARKIJCIN

l-‘IRN’I‘ ROVV—IK. ()‘NICIL, I). MAY, (:1. LOVVRY, l5. NI(‘HOLS, J. FERGI'SON, B. BEI'GLET
SECOND [{(HV—T. DM‘OI'IH‘EY. A. AR’I'IH R, FATHER H. MALLON, (‘0'.|('|I; J. HOWARD, l‘. lll’(‘KlCR
THIRD “(HY—J. "EFFICRNEN, R. FURAN, N. ('ALIJCRY, T. ARTHI'R, R. DENNOMIG
ABSENT—I. LALONIHC, W} JONES

l,
‘

0U cannot keep a good sport out of a good school, or, in other words,
hockey has come back to Assumption. .\n alert and aggressive high school
team represented the school this winter in, Senior \\'OSS;\ competition,

lj»
§

and did so very impressively at that.

.

Under the capable guidance of Father H. Mallon, this ﬁery group of young
men won four, tied one and lost: three games. The team was fortunate in

:5,
,}

having several Junior City League players to bolster it, and would have, with a

r

little more pre—season practice, romped away with the title.

As it was the lads

took three games to get organized, after which they won three, lost one and tied

one. They did everything that could be expected of them, playing for the ﬁrst
time together in the face of mighty stiff opposition.
The stars on the squad were many.

,
I

Probably the outstanding player was

rangy Bev Nicholls, whose fast skating, aggressiveness, good stick—handling and

shooting made him the backbone of the attack. Jones and Foran, excellent
skaters, Reuglet, a good back—checker, and Callery, a hard—working and a some—
times brilliant goalie, were other stellar players on the starry aggregation. T.

I

Arthur, A. Arthur, D. May, Denomme, Howard, LaLonde, Ferguson, DeCourcey,
Lowry, McIntyre and Hucker completed the roster.

?
i
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The team started off on the wrong foot by losing the opening game of the
season to W'alkerville, 5-2. This contest was much closer than the
score would
indicate. It was a typical opener, with ragged hockey in spots
and occasional
ﬂashes of brilliance. Nicholls, Howard, Foran, Beuglet, and Ferguson
were the

standouts of this contest, with Nicholls and Foran scoring Assumption’s two
goals.

Although shut out, 2—0, by Vocational in the second encounter, Assumpt
ion
played much better hockey than in the ﬁrst game. Finish around the
net stopped
Assumption from scoring on several occasions. The speed of both teams
and

the stiff body checks dealt out by the Assumption defencemen, especially Howard,
featured the contest.

Assumption broke into the win column in the third fray by conquer
ing Pat-

terson 7—0.

This score, too, was not a good indication of the play, for had it

not been for some spectacular saves by goalie Callery, Patterson would
have
made it a much tighter race. jones, Foran and Lowry each scored two
goals,

with LaLonde completing the counting and Nicholls ringing up three assists.
Kennedy upset Assumption in the fourth contest by coming out on top
3—2.

Howard and May scored ﬁrst period goals but this lead was soon wiped

out, and the fray became a nip—and—tuck affair featured by the work of both
goalies.

In the next tangle with Kennedy, Assumption made up for
loss by trounciiig that school’s team 5—2. Although it was a close
the ﬁrst two periods, the Assumption lads turned on the pressure
frame and scored four goals. Foran and Jones each scored twice,

its previous
struggle for
in the ﬁnal
with Lowry

accounting for the other goal.
The seventh contest was more or less a one—man show on the part of

‘3 “
g;

Nicholls, who scored all three goals for Assumption unassisted to defeat VValker—
ville 3—2. In this ﬁxture seven penalties were handed out. Beuglet and Callery
also turned in very creditable performances.
,,
.
.
.
[be ﬁnal game of the season saw Assumpti. on turn in
its best performance
despite the fact that it managed only to gain a 5—5 tie With Vocational. It was a
spirited contest with plenty of good skating, stick—handling, hard checking, and

'

temper flare-ups.

Only the expedient work of Vocational’s goalie, Cox, pre—

.— ﬁya.egru<p L «A A

vented Assumption from winning.
while Nicholls bagged the other.

R.FORAN,

‘1;

‘

w
:4
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Foran and Lowry each scored two goals,

3L DW’YER,

B. BEI'GLET

'

3

FIRST ROVY—J. Ml'GONIGLIC, I'. Elm-(HIRE. J. MOYICR, MR. Mat-KINNON, J. ROGERS, l‘}. (‘ONLON,
R. FOKAN
NI‘X‘OND “(NV—B. NN\,DICR, B. MAYO'I‘TE, 'I‘. AlililfllS’I‘AD’l‘, ('. (iIGORGl, R. NOLAN
THIRD RO“'—B. LORENGICR, D. LOND, R. MOODY, J. DOYLE, l). O'NEIL

Hli Assumption Minim Football team of
.1938 did not appear as much of a team to
one reading the win and loss column, but
those who witnessed any of the games will tell
you it was one of the hardest—lighting teams that
Assumption ever produced. Its big draw—back
was the lack of experience and weight. The line
averaged about 133 pounds, with the backﬁeld
being about ﬁve pounds heavier. Ray Foran was
undoubtedly the outstanding man on the team
with his hard driving, good blocking and smash-

ing tackles.

Another great tighter was fullback

Nick O'Neill, who (lid some ﬁne ball carrying.
Schoener, another good backﬁeld man, made
some hard line plunges aided by Zill Snyder and
Chuck (ieorgie, who opened holes for him.
Lounsberry, the captain and one of the lightest
men on the team, deserves a lot of credit, not
only for his playing ability, but for keeping a

losing team so full of ﬁght and spirit.

THE AMBASSADOR

Moyer

did a great job at centre backed up by lid Conlon
as tield general.
The team’s ﬁrst game was a 14—0 loss to
Sandwich, with the second game also resulting
in a loss, this to St. Roses of .-\Iiilierstbtirg.
However, a week later, playing the same team on
home grounds, the Minims fought to a (H) tie.
They repeated the same performance against
Holy Redeemer of Detroit. The tinal game of
the season was undoubtedly the best, being
against Assumption juniors, a heavier and more
experienced team. The Minims led at the end of
the ﬁrst half 10—0, but the game ended in favor
of the Juniors by a 1540 count.
Most of the players received crests at the
annual Football Bust. Those so honoured were:
Lounsberry,
O’Neill,
McGuire, McGonigal,
Moody, Serre, Foran, Georgie, \Varner, Moyer,
Mayotte, Conlon,
Doyle, Hesslin, Long, Couch,
Lorenger and Rogers.

FIRST ROVV—F. LAVELLIC, (i. (‘I{lCI“l“l.\'S, ll. LARROVV, (‘. HEADRK‘K, V. THOMPSON, L. THIRD—
DEAF, “I “'INTERS, N. HEADRK‘K
. (iI‘ZORGl, l“. KIERNAN, J.
SI‘X‘ONI) ROW' la. (‘0Nl.0.\', 1'. HANSON, J. norm), l’. )lt-(il‘nuc,
ROGERS
TlllRI) ROVV—B. DEAN, l). LONI), (‘. SCIL‘FFER, R. FORAN, R. DOYLE

INIM basketball got off to a great start this
season by putting four ﬁrst—class teams on
the ﬂoor.
i\ll the teams were evenly
matched and, due to this, few high scores were
run up. Larrow of the Hurricanes was high
point manof the league, and V. 'l‘hompson, one
of his teammates, ran a close second. The Cy—
clones places three men in the scoring column,

namely \\'inters and the Headrick twins.

The

Hurricanes and the Bombers, both tied for ﬁrst
place, had won 8, dropped 5 and tied l duringr
the regular schedule, while the Cyclones and
Smokeaters, tied for last place, each won .3 and
lost 8.

Smokeaters secured the league championship by
scoring an impressive 13—7 victory over the
iombers. jack Bernard led the Smokeaters’

attack with six points, while Dean was easily the
hardest—working man on the ﬂoor for the Bomb—
ers. Of the twenty—two players in the league,
ten are graduates; of these (lrover Chetlins was
the outstanding player, while from those who

will be back next year Lavelle, Larrow and the
Headrick twins will probably move up to the
junior or Senior teams.

The Minini All—Stars were off to a poor
start when they lost to the juniors 28—6. In
their second attempt they were likewise defeated,

this time by the Senior SubrMinim (\lletars.
In the semi—ﬁnals the Smokeaters defeated
the Cyclones l3 to '12 and the Bombers overran
the Hurricanes with a score of 24 to l3. This
brought the survivors of the semiﬁnal series
together for the ﬁnal and deciding game of the
season. In a hectic, rough—and~tumble affair, the

The ﬁrst team consisted of Chetlins, Lavelle,
Larrow and the Headrick twins, while a capable
reserve force was made up of \Varner, \Vinters,
B. Doyle, Schaffer, Thibodeau and Gannon.

The boys had plenty of tight, but couldn’t quite
make the grade.

gm
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FIRST R0\\‘—J. “’OODRI'I‘T‘, R. VALOIS. A. )It AR’I‘IIY, J. HTRI‘II’I‘E
SEVUND R()“' ". O‘NEIL, J. BEA'I‘TY, ’l‘.
' II. DELANICY, JANISIC
THIRD “(WV—(3 DOVVNICY, B. IIIICL, (‘. Rl'Nt‘IIY,’ MR. I’III‘ILAN, (‘ozu'hz R. “'OIJ’, J. GEE,
J. “CHAN ['8
S
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Boxing

Nli sport that has been sadly neglected at

()Xth} certainly “came into its own” this

O Assumption in recent years is swimming;

B year, taking a front seat on Assumption's

has seen the return of

varied sports programme.
Under the
capable direction of coaches Mr. Phelan and Mr.
Soulliere, to whom the team is greatly indebted,
a squad of twenty or more boys was developed

however, 1938439

this all—important sport to a worthy position
among Assumption athletic exploits.
Under the capable guidance of Jack Fox, the
coach, both Senio‘ and junior teams were pro—
duced this year that we can well be proud of.
In one meet with the \\'indsor \'.I\I.C..\. club,
the local team came within ten points of winning,

even though it was the ﬁrst big meet for most
of our boys.
The Senior team was led by Russ McKaig,
easily the team's star performer, while \\'alter
Maul, ’l‘om Neal and Larry (lignac composed the

remainder of the efﬁcient swimming squad. ()n
a Junior team that was studded with many stars,
Doug Brown, Art Beager and Harold \\’ellwood
were perhaps the pick of the crop, together with

diminutive Larry Miner, Assumption’s own all—
star midget.

into a boxing team well worthy of wearing Assumption's colours.

'l‘hree meets were held with St. Rose’s
C.\'.(). club, in which we can well be proud of
ln the heavier class,
Assumption’s showing.
jack McManus scored a knockout in his ﬁrst
bout, while Herb Delaney, lid Rock and Clarence

Downey looked like prize fighters destined to go
places.
The lighter division was studded with top—
notch performers. Tommy Maus, an up—and—
coming youngster, won his first two starts in
typical Joe Louis fashion, while 'l‘erry O’Neill,
Dick \'alois and Ronnie Armstrong all had what
it takes to become successful boxers, and all did
their share in making 1.038%!) a most successful
season for the boxing team.

FIRST ROVV—T. ARTHI‘R. J. BROV’VN, L. MINER, A. BEAGER. J. “'ELLW'OOI)
SECOND ROVV—J. ROGERS, R. I)e(‘RAINE, L. GIG-SAC, “I )lAl'L, J. FARE}!
THIRD ROVV—T. NEIL, N. HEADRK‘K, J. FOX, (‘0:ll'll; J. DAVIS
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FIRST R()“‘—L. DONNELLY, A. GENOYA, J. FINDER, (‘.

V

1

E

'

y

III‘ZI'I“I'2I.I)I<IR, J. MILLEN, L.

)IOI'SSEAI', ’1‘. MAIN

M

I

SECOND R()“’—-J. (‘LIFII‘I‘L J. FRAM, MR. J. SCHNEIDER, Ii. LII’I’OLD, J. KRIC’I‘OVIIJC,

I

THIRD

R. nooxs
ROVV—I'.

(‘HARBONNEAI',

R.

CLARKE.

ABSENT—FR.

II.

MALLON, (‘uiH'll

z»

Senior SubgMinim All Stars
Hli Senior Sub—Minim All—Stars enjoyed a

MR. HICSIUNICL'L’S junior Sub—Minim .\ll-

very successful season during the 1938 foot—

Stars showed great promise of developing
into future Assumption gridiron heroes, as
they finished this year’s schedule with a record
of ﬁve victories against two defeats and two ties.
The year’s outstanding game was the one with
Benson School, in which our boys piled up a total
of twenty-seven points, and at the same time
held the opposition to two lone singles.
Renaud and Head, two hard—hitting tackles,

ball campaign. In ﬁnishing their schedule
with seven wins against one defeat, they certain—

'

i
V

Junior SubgMinim All Stars

ly lived up to their name. In two games with
St. Catherines of Detroit, these future gridiron
heroes piled up a total of thirty—three points, at
the same time holding their opponents scoreless.
we have little doubt as to the offensive power
of the All—Stars when we see they amassed a
grand total of Hz points against 24 scored by
the opposition. Moons, Mitchell and Clark were
stalwarts on the defense with Charbonneau,
Janisse and Hucker performing brilliantly in the
backfield.
Much credit should be given the

,

coach, Father Hugh Mallon, for his untiring ef—

‘ l

forts in developing such an All—Star aggregation
as these boys were.

will undoubtedly move up to the seniors next
year, because of their exceptionally fine work
with the juniors. 'l‘he backfield shone with stars,
especially (i. Smith, a shifty—running half, and
Davies, hard-working fullback. All in all, the
juniors had an excellent season and are looking

forward to even more victories next year.

FIRST ROVV—J. RENAI‘I), J. FARRAH, II. SOI'NIIS, J. HEAD, (in. \'AIC(‘K
SECOND ROVV—(i. SNIITH, E. RI‘JAI‘ME, l’. iEI‘GLE’I‘, V. ('ASSII)Y, J. “’OOINII'I‘T‘
THIRD ROW'—MR. BICS‘IGNI‘II'L, Conch; K. SINASAC, I). LAI'ZON, I’. DeIHDDER, B,
DAVIES
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FIRST

“(HY—V. MARIAN”. I“.
.\i';.\lil)0, RIC“. ll. MALLUN, ('ouch; I“. MORAN",
J. S‘(‘llll.LlCR
Slﬂ‘UNI) R()\\'—l". IIl't'KICK, ll. Kl'lClHSALlG, J. JOHNS. (‘. GALLAGHER. R. ANDERSON
THIRD [HWY—B. \h-('.\N.\', “ﬂ IKICI'GLE'I‘,
RUBINI‘IT

BASEBALL
HIS year's baseball nine is looking forward
to another successful season. The 1938
season brought a revival of baseball interest
to Assumption High School, with the result that
a winning nine was produced under the capable
guidance of Father Hugh Mallon.

In winning ten of their eleven scheduled
games, the Purples defeated such high-class
teams as Cranbrook, St. Mary's, and .\ll Saints
of Detroit. The classy Catholic Central aggrega—
tion was the only one capable of solving .\s—
sumption’s pitching, or of silencing their big

guns.
Gerard Cecile, an aggressive and speedy
shortstop, Kenny Kilrea. now starring in profes—
sional hockey, and Doug Brooks wer * among the
many stars of. last year who will be missing this
season.

However, several familiar faces will be

back, Beuglet and Ruedisale, a pair of hard—
working catchers, l“eli.\' Abaldo, a hard—hitting
outfielder; h’lcCann, a regular starting pitcher as
well as Mariano, Morand, johns and Schiller.

These boys will undoubtedly do their best to
build up another winning team.

Day Scholars (Capture

SubéMinim Cage Series
HTS year’s Day Scholars’ hoopmen were
just a little too good for the Boarders’ ;\11—
Star aggregation in the SL1b-l\"linim playoffs.
\\"ith the series deadlocked at two games apiece,
the Day Scholars were crowned champions when
they scored an impressive victory over the
Boarders in the ﬁnal and deciding game.
In one of the most hectic and keenlyu
contested playoth in recent years, both teams
produced some first class basketball. For the
Day Scholars, Herter, with his total of 31 points,
and Crowley with 3'3 points, were easily the top—

notch performers.

Mitchell, with his 35’ points,

was outstanding for the Boarder cagers and is
certainly labelled for stardom on the hardwood.
Mitchell’s teammate, Don Harris, ranked second
with 33 points.

Despite this year’s setback, the Boarders will
probably be out very strong for revenge in next
year’s series.

FIRST “(WV—J. (ilRICOI‘X, I“. FOSTER, l’. HOGAN, (‘. (‘ROVVLEY, .Vl. FARQI'HAK
SECOND ROVV—FRANK “'A.\ BURUI'GH, (‘ouﬂn l). BAILEY, B. DOI‘GAL, J. HER'I'ER,
J. HUMANN
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DOMINOEN

FIRST “(HY—B. MOUNS, .‘IR. .‘leLEAN, J. MCGONIGLE
SI‘X‘ONI) “(WV—S. HESSLIN, ’I‘. MAIN, L. REAI'ME, J. QI‘INN, B. BECK

Senior SubgMinim Basketball

Junior SubgMinim Basketball

MR. M(‘Cl.li;\N’S Dominoes, off to a fast

R. SCHNlCllHCR'S Red \\'ings broke away

start in the Senior Sub~l\‘linim cage race,

M from the second place St. Mikes five to
emerge as champions from a close race in
the junior Sub—Minim basketball league. Play—
ing as perennial champions throughout the whole
year, the Red Wings cagers finished the schedule
with an impressive record of seven victories
against three defeats. Their two high-scoring
forwards, jack Stone and Bill \Yalsh, were
easily the best performers on a team which was
studded with stars all the way.

captured the league honors with an excelv
lent record of eight wins and two defeats. ()n
such an All—Star aggregation as these boys pre—
sented it is very diﬁicult to pick an outstanding
player, but, because of all—round ability, perhaps
special merit should be given to S. Hesslin and

Joe Quinn, the two high—scoring forwards who
starred defensively as well.

As in the senior division, the second—place

The Dominoes found Mr. Meyer’s Maple

team gave the league—leaders the most trouble.

Leafs squad the hardest team to beat, their out—
standing win being with these second—place

upset by defeating the Red \Vings 16—14 in what
was perhaps the most important game of the
season.
Mr. Cherry’s Notre Dame hoopmen

gained third place, with Mr. lx’offall’s Holy Cross
ﬁve completing the junior division.

FIRST RIWV—I“. LAI'GHLIN, l’. DVVYER, MR. MYERS, H. MARZ, B. LAI'GIILIN
SECOND R0“’—l¥. ARDIEL, II. Rl‘SSEL, J. STONE
RED “'INGS
., .- 3. .. =<u >‘-«

W.

-wW

-..________._,.‘__._ fa.

hoopsters in a close 13—12 victory. Mr. Maher’s
Loyola ﬁve ﬁnished third, with McGill, coached
by Mr. O’Reilly, rounding out the league.

Mr. Miller’s St. Mikes hoopsters staged a real
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SSUMI’TTON was honoured in having, as
a visitor during the past year, Col.

Baker

IN

co~operation with

the \\'in(lsor Rotary

Club's drive to help the students of our high

of the Ontario Institute for the Blind. Col.~

schools choose their correct vocations, Mr.
Baker's talk to the boys was both an inspiration
\\’111. Cook, Secretary of the Toronto Y.M.C.;\.,
and a revelation on the life work of the blind.

addressed .\ssumption students during the past
Incidentally, there are in Canada l<>,(N)() who
are deprived of the blessing of sight.

year.

He was introduced by Mr. (irant, who

This num—
was in charge of the Vocational Drive.

Mr.

ber includes persons of every walk in life, from
(irant explained that the Rotary Club was com»
citizens of our largest cities to liskimos of the
posed of members of almost every conceivable
far north land.

Blindness, he stated, is as irre—
profession, who would be only too glad to give

spective of age as it is of nationality.

personal attention to the boys who wished to
Col. Baker, blind himself, explained that,
know more about their professions.

He then

when a person suddenly loses his or her sight, it
is necessary to take away the mental hazard

stated that Mr. Cook would outline the method

created by the realization of this loss.

of narrowing down the choice of vocations.

This is

accomplished by “altering the point of view” of
Mr. Cook’s talk did just that.
the afflicted person.

He advised

A blind person is taught
the student in the words of the ancient philoso—

many useful arts, such as wood»carving, basket—
making, and sewing, by which he may both em—

pher — “know thyself.”

ploy his time and earn a small amount of money.

physical and mental, and the second was an out—

The ﬁrst division was

line of the seven major divisions of presentrday
Through the medium of pensions, the Can—

occupations, # namely: artistic, literary, scien—

adian Government aids 4500 blind persons over

tiﬁc, commercial,

the age of 41).

executive. He advised that each boy try to narrow himself down to two or three deﬁnite voca—

constructive,

mechanic

and

Col. Baker described the intensive training
which a ( ‘seeing—eye” dog is put through before

tions, by contemplating on what appealed to him
most.

it is given to a blind person.

He stated that the

Institute was in search of a man capable of

training these dogs in their difﬁcult paces.

.\t the conclusion of Mr. Cook’s talk, slips
were distributed on which the students ranked,
in order of importance, the three occupations in

Col. Baker concluded by brieﬂy relating the
causes of blindness in the world to—day. He
reminded the students that the blind, by courage
and determination, overcame many of the dis—
advantages which the loss of eyesight places

which they were most interested.

The papers

were returned to the Rotary Club, which under—
took to furnish the required information.

their Matriculation, — a task which we, with

\Ve wish to thank Mr. Cook and the \Vind—
sor Rotary Club for their praiseworthy en—
deavour to assist the boys of to—day in becoming

our eyes, often ﬁnd very difﬁcult.

the successful men of to—morrow.

upon them.

He cited, as an example, that every

year blind boys and girls are writing and passing

—-—14WW

The ﬁrms who have taken space in 'l‘In-t .\.\11;AssAnoR
are

conﬁdently commended.

Their advertisements

make this volume possihle from the ﬁnancial stand—

point and they in turn have a right to expect that

the advertisements will pay for themselves.

It is our wish that you acquaint yourself with these

advertisers who have taken an interest in your school
and in your year book.

them

\\‘ill

give you

\Ve assure you that each of

QUALITY,

\'.\LUlC for your money.

SERVICE and

., mass-m...” “a”... .WWW o————-

LEE not DEATH Insurance

a

Life insurance has many uses. It protects dependents in the event
of the death of a bread winner. But thousands of" young men and
Women are taking out policies with The Mutual Life with the object
of using the money at a later date to start in business, take a trip to
the old lands, or for some other specific purpose. You will ﬁnd an
Endowment policy, with Annual Dividends, of great value. Through
it you will be able to save money and at the same .time protect your
family in case the unexpected happens.
()ur representative will gladly explain to students and graduates of
Assumption College the fundamental plans of insurance, and the
yearly deposits required.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
Assurance Company of Canada
Head Office,

\Vaterloo, Ont.

list. 186‘)

\Vindsor Branch Office—Canada Building, Telephone 3-1184.

PRINCE EDWARD
HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Im~wm~v~w

“A Symbol of Comfort at the Gateway
to Canada”
Embracing a studied service of international standards and
deSIgned to prov1de the maximum of convenience
to its patrons.

Catering specially to business and fraternal
entertainments.
“One of Canada’s Really Fine Hotels”
a

‘ will". .I'"

vS

< \ st‘
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HARRY A. PETERS, Jr.,
Manager.

AFFI Ll ATED_ '
VSCHOOL

SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
For Young Lady Matriculants and L'niversity Students

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
For Young Men Matriculants who wish to train for executive positions

COMBINED SEC. SC. AND BUS. AD.
I’or young men who wish to train for Secretarial executive positions

OTHER BUSINESS EDUCATORS’ COURSES
Complete Office Training i Stenographic —— Shorthand -—~
Comptonleter — Accounting for Junior Matriculants and
urider—graduates.

BUSINESS EDUCATORS’ ASSOCIATION
OF CANADA
Organized to raise the standards of business training in Canada—to
give students uniform graduation standards throughout Canada to
comkeep courses abreast of increasing demands of professional and

mercial offices.

F. SL‘RBY, Principal and Owner
245 Ouellette

VICTORIA BLOCK

Phone 3-4921

Entrance Between \\'oolworth’s & Kresge's
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MACHINERY

a“
.__._._.'.~...

Compliments of

...,. mum—m- m... .xwm

TOOLS
HOME \X:(;P:KSHOP
I

.

OR

Am...“

FUNERAL AND AMBULANCE

SCHOOL

SERVICE
NO BRANCHES

Phone 4-2585

Twenty-four hour service

C. H. HENZE

411 Sandwich Street East, Windsor, Ont.

COMPANY, LIMITED
620 Glengarry Avenue

i

WINDSOR,

Oi

..

-

ONTARIO

I

I
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SJ A $imarh

ATTEND THE

& all,

CAPITOL

Teas — Coffees — Spices

PALACE
and

a Invp«m»-l'=4nr bra-«laws:

A.

Jellies — Extracts

_

TIVOLI

1—35—7 St. Paul St. East

THEATRES

MONTREAL

IN WINDSOR

Tel. PL. 9412 ~ 9413

and

Save One Dollar Each Time

_

=

.for' ﬁlallltcn-

Known frgmi coast to
HULL

O

y

111 (l

é.........................................................................................................:5, L
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By Not Going To

0111‘

l

COMPLIMENTS OF

CHARLES CHAPMAN
BUTCHERS
Z3] Pitt Street, East

ONTARIO

WINDSOR,

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""E

ﬂ]

CONGRATULATIONS
Compliments

:

to the

GRADUATES

f
O

R1“

KEYSTONE

COMPLIMENTS

Contractors Ltd.

of
SANssu5N_-5ASHLEY
Imlte

Windsor, Ontario.

Distinctive Jewelers

E

307 OUELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR, ONT.
Phone 3—4424

.a
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Compliments

NEAL’S

of
A DEPENDABLE
FIRM

WONDER BREAD

................................

HOSTESS CAKES

WINDSOR
Ice and Coal Co.

Phone 45107

Limited

3

_

L

THE

4W
.0.“ i;:-—

STUDIO

v - mm..»,um

Says: Thanks Kindly
To THE GRADUATES
for your patronage this year
“and may the best of good luck be yours”

v

l I

\‘*m':' -
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()l,ll()\\' the wake of the French canoes
to the Indians' sacred isles. See the sheer
cli lls of the La Cloche Mountains and the
strange and mysterious beauty of enchanting

(icorgian Bay and the North Channel,
WEEK-END CRUISE ..............
MID-WEEK CRUISE ..............

T0 FAR AWAY ADVENTURE LANDS
ON THE S. S. GEORGIAN

8W2

“THE ALL OUTSIDE STATEROOM SHIP"
“'l‘ll‘IK-I‘IND ('RI‘ISIC
lr\.
AI'.
lI\',
.-\I'.
IA'.
:\l'.
lIv.
\I'.
[.\.
A\i'.
l.\'.
:\12
AI“,

llt’ll'Hll
(iodm'u'h
(lodm'iwh
I’nI'ry Sound
l’zn‘I‘y Sound
Munitmvnnin;
Munirowaniuu
Little ('lll‘l’t‘lll
lllltlt’ (‘uri'vnt
l{ill:ll'lll*}‘
l{lllill'lll‘)'
(Zodm'it'h
l‘n-tmii

All rates on

MID—“‘EEK (‘RI‘ISE ,

. SaIuI‘duy

Sunday
Sunday
.

Monday
Tuesday r
Tuesday .
\Vednesday
\Vednesday

.
11:00 A.M.

$37.50
9:01)
2mm
11:00
6:00
V 7) :oo

12M,
A.M.
A.Nl.
AIM.
I’.M.

nmo AIM.
6:17: ATMT
Thursday . ,
Thursday ,
.,
Thursday .
Thursday .. . ..
Friday .
Friday
.. .

I
. .
Sunday 8:17) A.M.
Sunday 9:17: A.MI
Sunday 10:17) AJVI.
Monday 8:13 A.M.

Georgile int-ludv meals and berth

Stop overs

..

. 6:110 ATM,
8:31! A.M.
.. ...10:30 A.M.
. . 11:30 A.M.
,,..12:30 A.M.
,10230 A.M.

allowed

on all

tickets

First sailing from Detroit Friday, June 30th. 1939
Last sailingr from Detroit Friday, Sept. 1st, 1939

SEAWAY

LINES
Cherry 3355

DETROIT

Foot of Woodward

1:

_..L.

I
.0on-(

MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY EVENING
You are Tnviterl to Patronize

The Rendezvous Hotel
Sturgeon, Steak, Frog and Chicken
Dinners;

Compliments
of

I\ll the l’ish you can eat for ﬁfty cents.
7324 Riverside Drive
Telephone Tecumseh 52
(Seven miles from the Tunnel)

BENDIX - ECLIPSE
The Bellevue Hotel

of Canada Limited

Specializing in
N()()Nl)i\\' ll'NL‘l—TICONS
1271 Sandwich Street East at Hall Avenue,
Windsor, Phone 3-9471

o
‘. D)-(

DANNY BELL, Proprietor
)-vo.o
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L‘()1\11‘LI;\IICN'I‘S ()If

The Catholic Women’s League
WINDSOR SI'IIIHVIS‘ION

i

COMPLHHCN'I‘S ()1:

The Imperial Bank of Canada
i

Sandwich

)JI‘uIICI"!

—

Ii.

1. REYNOLDS, Mng

.

!
I

'3' """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" I?
=
5
C(JNH’LIIVIICN'I‘S ()I’

“HOuse of Good
Foods”

ARTONA STUDIOS
JOSEPHINE A. SMITH

PORTRAITS
99 Pitt Street West

ﬂ

Phone 3-9345

_

E--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- IiI

565 Ouellette

Phone 33220

COMI’LlMICN'I‘S

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
WINDSOR, ON'I‘ARIO.

Compliments of

. WIWMWWW —-———-—

mam..- “pm

L‘()MI’LI;\II{N'I‘S 01“

Webster Bros. Labadie Limited

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

LIMITED

154 Pitt St. West

WINDSOR, ONT.

COIVII’LIR‘IICN'I‘S OF

C. J. MOORE CARTAGE
i

UNDERWOOD

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

TYPEWRITERS
H

I

L‘(')i\II’LII\II£N'I‘S ()1?

I. I. SICITZ,
President

I’. S. SHI\\\',
’II'IIIICII Manager

STERLING CONSTRUCTION CO.
III‘I).

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.
I
I
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The College Book Store Carries a

CHERNIAK’S DEPARTMENT STORE

Complete Line of
E

129 Sandwich Street

-

Corner Co ea

y “

.

NOTE BOOKS, REFILLS

AND SUPPLIES
r——*

i

COMPLIMEN’I‘S OF

5

DR. F. J. FURLONG
003 Medical Arts Bummg

For Maximum SucceSS at Minimum Cost
i

We Recommend

5

\VINI)S()I\', ONTARIO

a

'i

my WITH (UNFIDENUC

M0]al( Exerc1ses, Madlson Reﬁlls

and Eclipse Pens.

5

AT
BAUM & BRODY LTD.

’-‘:::

HAY STATIONERY C0. .:._.
LIMITED

_

.

‘

FISHER S FLOWERS

331 Richmond St.
LONDON _ ONTARIO

925 Wyandotte West,

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

COMPLIMENTS OI:

POOLE’S QUALITY FISH
All Kinds of Lake and Sea Food

Compliments of

OUELLETTE MKT.

PITTSBURG

ﬁ

PH. 3-1725

COMPLIMENTS OF

‘

DR. LOUIS J. FENECH

DENTIST

Coal Company Ltd.

Medical Arts Building:

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

L

W1NI)SOR, ONTARIO

COMPLIMICN'J‘S OIr

Miners and Shippers of

VANITY THEATRE
\VINI)SOR, ONTARIO.

CHAMPION COAL
Fuel requirements Of Assumption College

In Memory of

supplied from our (luck at \Vimlsor.

AGNES F. HANNA
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WHY NOT PLAN A

Smart Clothes

BUSINESS CAREER

For Young Men

t‘anada‘s increasing Business neer s more

' Authentic styling . . ‘ expert

Business executiyes.
\\'here are these
'l‘hey \\'lll he
future
_
‘ leaders in Business.“
‘

‘ “Ht Ht. U
V _1» _’ _1.
I m”
“m ‘m‘lip ‘ ‘ ‘ Hm“
ss yours in eyery _lay's garment
I . . pmpumrh. priced to“!
'
.
. 1.
,
N t _

tound by hundreds in such young men
Sut youth must he
and women as you.
'l‘l(.\lNlCl) to [ill these positions el‘ljici—
ently. Plan now to take a Shaw Business
Lourse at one of ~\haw Day or Right
Schools or by Cor-resinmdence (Home
Study).

O (Br-Jays Speualze m

Clerical garments!

The,

Shaw

l’lan

r
‘

‘
|
I
l

of indiyidual

instruction enables you to join any time.
Shaw L‘ourses lead to recognized standv
ing. Shaw Model ()llice gives you actual
experience. Shaw limployment Bureau
giyes free assistance to graduates.

9

358 Ouellette Ave.
l’honc or write for tree lleseriptiye Booklet
entitled “tip \\'ith the Times"

Operated by Bowlers

‘
'
‘ '
k‘
H
“I
)
Sll.\\\
St
H()()l4.i,r
lltadyOrlllcr,
1130

RAY Slilﬁrlx‘ Mgr-

'
H1)v St,

I

o

),

loronto,

I

(l’lionc l\l, 3103)

>-(.:9

‘

BUY YOUR FURS AT

FOR A SQUARE DEAL

Lo Po Lazare

Sporting Goods

& Co.
combining
Western Ontario Largest Fur

"" QUALITY
W PRICE

Factory and Cold Storage Vaults

5H SERVICE

are on our own premlses.

v

l. P. lAZARE & [30.
26 Chatham E.
o 0-1

“u

PHONE 3-2418.
s

‘
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Establishment

WINDSOR

SPORTING GOODS
COMPANY
1134 Griswold St.

DETROIT

ONTARIO’S BEAUTY SPOT

HOTEL MIRWIN
AT

MIRWIN PARK
Three miles west of \\'allacel)urg on No. 40 Highway.

PLAN TO SPEND AN ENJOYABLE WEEKEND
OR EVENING
Moderate Prices — Rooms Comfortably Furnished ’ Bright and Airy —
with Electric Lights and Running Hot \Yater.

For those who wish priVacy, our Cottages are ideal.
Meals are served in Dining Hall of Hotel.

l
l

FISHING — SWIMMING ~ BOATING ~ GOLFING
DANCING - RECREATION
PICNIC GROUNDS _ BICYCLE RACE TRACK
DIVING TOWER
at
Under the same management are Mirwin Stores conveniently located
—
CHA'J‘HAM —— FOREST —— PE'I‘ROHA — R1 l)(ili'l‘0\\'N
DRESDEN ~— BIIENHEIM — \\';\LIACEBURG.

Page 1 17‘

Tel. 3-3636

Mechanical Engineers

& Contractors

om limenso

JEFF KEARN

’ 7‘

C P

COMPANY

‘

Mullen Coal Company
PLUMBING

AND

HEATING

1

Limited
AIR CONDITIONING AND

REFRIGERATION

Amherstburg and Sandwich,
Ontario.

i

JEFF KEARN
360 Park St. West

\

l

I

l

WINDSOR, ONT.

I

I

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------El

Compliments
of

Compliments
of

F
a
djamm 41 run.

THE
WALKERVILLE

FUNERAL AND AMBULANCE
1767 Wyandotte E.

1329 Ottawa St.

4-1901

3-5181

SERVICE

3-5227
Ouellette Market

3-8168

l
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i BRIESCJIA HALL, London, Ontario 3
a
l l

i}

“THE PINES” Chatham, Qntarlco)

ll

conducted by the URSULINE NUNS

l

I'RSI'LINE COLLEGE, ERESCIA IIALL, Catholie College
for Women. federated with the I'niversity ot' \Vestern ()ntario. All

degrees nni\'ersall_\' aeeepted.

l

Special B. A. Course in Home l‘lt‘UlHHlllCS.

l

l
l

For l'nrther information address the Registrar.

I'RSI'IJNE COLLEGE, “TIIE PINES,” residential and day

l

school for girls, Grades 1 to Form V, inelnsive.

1
l
l

.

l ‘

n

Credits nnn'ersallv. aeeepted.

t‘ 1

Vocal, instrumental. theoretical.

)lnsie:

Apply to Mother Superior.

Presentation and Graduation

G I F T S

“WWW

Compliments of

gSTANDARD

PERFECT DIAMONDS
Specializing in

L d

C

FINE WATCHES

0'9

“Only the good ones that
tell the truth”

0

845 Wyandotte W. at C.P.R.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.
JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIST
552 OUELLETTE AVENUE
Between Tunnel Exit and Wyandotte St.

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

....E]
E....................................................................................................

k
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WIDRUGS
We Supply
Class Rings, Invitations,

Caps and Gowns

KODAKS
PERFUMES
Yes Siree Here’s a
Good Place to Buy All
Your Drug Store Needs

Diplomas

WEYHING BROS.
MFG. CO.

LAING’S

J EW'ELLER8
304

Eaton

DETROIT,

-

Tower

DRUG STORE

MICHIGAN.

135 OUELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR

-

-

ONT.

Established ()0 Years

UNIVERSAL

Compliments

Accordion Mfg. Co.

of

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND SUPPLIES
SOLE AGENTS FOR SELMAR
AND CONN
BAND INSTRUMENTS

Border Cities
Wire and Iron
Works

CASII OR TIME

New Location

96] WALKER ROAD
FIRST CLASS REPAIRING

Also Teach All Instruments

Anything in Wire or Iron
315-17 PELISSIER
WINDSOR

Page 120

—

3-2740

Aqua Terminal
and
Dock Corporation

Detroit, Michigan

Page 1.21
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The

SANDWHCH
LUNCH

Pause . . .

Refresh

3219 SANDWICH ST. W.

“A College Tradition”
Quality, service, 11ml cleanliness are Our
mnttn.

(OMIC l)\\' ()R NIGHT.
You will always be treated right.

S()l)i\ l’OL'N'lAlX.
Delicious and

Refreshing

V

After the Game, meet me at
The Sandwich Lune/i.

THE MANAGEMENT.

YOU CAN SHOP TO ADVANTAGE

* Fine Imported Perfumes

* Shaving and Dental Needs
* Athletic Supports, Elastic Hosiery, etc.
)1»

CLASCO
IHHSONIMAZDA
BULBS

PUND’S llng Stores
R e x all Quality
Drugs

n.

For Safety and Satisfaction
Demand

Soda Fountain
Service

* Prescriptions

For All Automobile Bulb

Accurately Filled

"

‘-

* Parker Pens and Pencils

Replacement.
* Graduation Gifts

For Sale at Leading Dealers" Garages

CANADIAN MOTOR LAMP
COMPANY LTD.
WINDSOR, ONT.
I
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You can always “Get it at Pond’s”
OUELLETTE & LONDON
OUELLETTE & WYANDOTTE
OUELLETTE & SHEPHERD

We Deliver Promptly

ASSUMPTION
COLLEGE
of the

University of Western Ontario
Courses in Arts, Philosophy, Political and Economic

Sciences leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts
For Calendar—Address the Registrar

ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
HIGH SCHOOL
College preparatory—four year course preparing for
entrance into American and Canadian Universities
Commerciat Course

Eighth Grade
For Calendar—Address the Principal

\VINDSO R,

ONTARIO

Opposite Detroit, Michigan

Page 123

ELLMAN & KINNIE
Compliments of

Ofﬁce, Drafting Room and

ROGER J. DESROSIERS

Students, Supplies

BARRISTER

431 Woodward near Jefferson
DETROIT

Guaranty Trust Building

(HARLES J. lexna, l’res.

Open M011. and liri. until 9 l’.Xl., and
5:11. afternoons.

ONTARIO'

\VINDSORV

liS’l‘. 19w

4

L

E;-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

r
SCHOOL FURNITURE

'
-

Blackboards and Accessories

compllmemls of

Maps, Globes, and Charts
Kindergarten and Primary Materials

7

Art Materials

Miscellaneous School Supplies

The GEO. M. HENDRY
CHATHAM, ONTARIO.

CO
O,

:

129 Adelaide Street West,

5

TORONTO, ONTARIO

L

[i]---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------E]
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:

Congratulations to

Compliments of

GRADUATING CLASS
— 1939 —

I
NORTHWEST FUR

F. R. LARKIN COMPANY
E

201 Security Building

WINDSOR,

mum V .. “Mfr

use In Nu;

-

ONTARIO

CO.

5

463 Ouellette Ave.

MOR'I‘GAGICS

Phone 3-5612

PROPER’I‘Y M;\I\'l\('}EMEXT
u.“

‘o
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W

r

I

Compliments of

Compliments of

SCARFE & CO.

LINCOLN HOTEL
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

I
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L

J

Holy Names college

St. Mary’s Academy

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

UNDER SAME DIRECTION
WINDSOR

Terms for College Year:

Boarding and Day School for Girls
Courses: College Preparatory, Normal
,l’reparatory, (lencral Academic, lile—

Tuition, Board, Private Room,

mentary.

$400.00

Special advantages in Music, Art, Busi—
ness, l’rench and Spanish.

For Bulletin,
Terms :

Tuition, Board and

address THE REGISTRAR

Furnished

Alcore—SSSOOO

Special Department for Boys: Primary to Grade VIII inclusive.
‘
_.;.

r

o'er-l

Compliments of
Compliments of
_‘

.

_

G, G, MCKILOUGH

LIMITED

Golf Club

Wholesale Hardware, Factory,
Plumbing and Heating

d

L

t

0

Supplles

10 MILES EAST FROM WINDSOR
TUNNEL
__

on Lake Shore Drive, Tecumseh, Ontario

+_.______

PHONE TECUMSEH 38
558 TUSCARORA STREET

;‘\s>‘ures the Success of College and

Fraternal Dances and Banquets.
Visitors \\'elcome.
J
x-xo.9

\

!
0‘0
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INTERNATIONAL MOVERS
LA SALLE COLLEGE
OF MUSIC

We have our own Highway License
for Canada and United States
Eliminating Transfer en Route

_

617 Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte

Telephone 3-0966

Movmg

WINDSOR, ONT.

Storage

cartage

crating

E. w. LANCASTER CO” LTD.
\N INI )SOR

E

—

TORONTO

—

MONTREAL

Phone 3-1166

a
El---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L5]

n

J

..,...

A

HOTEL BELVEDERE

Our Best Wishes [0

LONDON, ONT.

the members of
Assumption College.

European Plan

Cafe in Connection

*

STAR

x»

CLOTHING COMPANY
JOHN CASEY, Mgr.
1243 Griswold

DETROIT

_-o.o
o20

CORRECT EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY
OFFICE USE

Compliments of

Remington 'I‘ypewriters

; I

DR. W. J. LASSALINE

Machines

and

Record Systems
teetion

—

Remington Adding

Supplies
—

Piling

Kardex

Visible

Safe Cabinet Record I’ro—
Equipment

and

Supplies.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

REMINGTON RAND

:

.

LIMITEI)
58 CHATHAM ST. W.

WINDSOR

............ E]

BERRY RUG AND

FURNITURE CO.

Largest Selection of Quality
Religious Articles at
Lowest Prices
_at_

1250 Library Ave.
DETROIT, MICH.

KRIEG BROS.
Catholic Supply House, Inc.

1224 LIBRARY AVE.

El------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ [:1

DETROIT, Mich.

For Complete Assortments of

Let the HI'SINICSS I'XIVICRSITY
in the I‘nited i\rti.st,\ Bldg. train you for
:1 higlrgrztde position as Executive Seeretar}; Court Reporter or .\eeount:~.nt and
Auditor.

SPORTING GOODS

One and TworYear Courses

and

MEN’S WEAR
Students Will Enjoy Shopping

Registration Limited
to High School
(iraduzttes‘ and those, with L‘ollege 'l‘rztinr
ing.

Business A dministration and

at the

Executive Secretarial Courses

C. H. SMITH

DETROIT BUSINESS
UNIVERSITY

Company Limited.

10th Floor United Artists Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH.

Illllllﬁlllllllllll lIllIIIIllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllIllllllllllllllllll

$0)-L

WHEN YOU TRAVEL
Go By

CHOCOLATE
BARS

BLUE
GOOSE
You Beneﬁt by

Make life sweeter

Make home happier

Low Round Trip Rates
Frequent Schedules

Bring friendships closer.

New, )Iodern Buses

“LOVE AT FIRST BITE”

Reclining Chairs
I‘lxperieneed Drivers
All I’aved Routes

WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
LIMITED

Washington Blvd. at Grand River

350 Inspector St, Montreal.

Cadillac 9000.

Detroit Terminal

:- (0"

Eu":-InuuluInnunnInnnunuunuuulmn

IIKIIIIIlllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllll m-
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EANSOR & SONS

LIMITED
Structural Steel
Ornamental and Miscellaneous Iron

EMPIRE
COAL CO.

Auto Loading Devices
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

LIMITED
3319 Russell St.

CUM I’I,l M ICN'I‘S ()I“

-

Windsor

3-4694

CHECKER CAB WINDSOR
LTD.

\\'h()lesalers of

Cavalier,
Grenadier, Pathﬁnder
Soft
Coals, Volunteer Pocahontas, Old Com—

pany

L‘();\II’IAI MICN'I‘S ()1?

Lehigh

Anthracite,

and

Scotch

Anthracite.

WALKERVILLE
CLEANERS

Exclusive Distributors ()f

I\’. I. >IA\I\‘C(), ,I’rnp.
I

Famous Viking Hot Vapour Dustless
Treatment for Coals.

I

\\'. 1«:. Jonas,

WINDSOR, ONT.

i

Opposite Post Office.

I
I

COMPLILVIEN’I‘S or

i THE TAIT OPTICAL COMPANY
3

I.I.\II'I‘I{I)

:

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

aim-r

’.

g

C()1\IPI,IL\IICN'I‘S 01:

!

THE BOY S'I‘L'IH‘IN’I‘S ()I’

l

,

i

ST. MARY S ACADEMY

i

\VINDSOR, ONTARIO

o§o>-<

!

’0

COMPLIMEN'I‘S 01:

% Cunningham’s Sheet Metal Works
i

1478 Kildare Rd.

i

WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO.

Page 1'28
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GREENWAY’S CLOTHES SHOP
176 OUELLETTE AVE.

ElllllllIlIllIllIllIIIIllllIIIIIIIllIIIIIllllIllIllIllIlllllllllllllllllllllllIIIlllllIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIII|lIlllllIIllllIIIIllIl||IllIlllllllllllllllll "E

l

C(JAVIPLI‘AVIICN'I‘S or

for Health
E:

I

I

/

The Rex
Rotary Duplicator

26 years . . .

on the job.
‘d

LETTER PAPER
INDIVIDUAL ENVELOPES
INVITATIONS
MEMORIAL CARDS

GENERAL PRINTING
O

SI’EEDIES’I‘
'

S I 311’] TEST

SEGUIN

QI ' IETES'I‘

MOST ECONOMICAL

BROTHERS LIMITED

170R DEMONS'I‘RA’I‘ION
Phone ELgin 5378
922 Brant St.

-

WINDSOR

MURDOCK STATIONERY
59 Wellington St. w.

4'3941

TORONTO

/

I

I

i

.'.,—.

i.

When You Need A Fountain Pen
See the

Rugged
Dependable
A madive

Congratulations
.

\Vith eighteen (IiFfercnt poiutS—thcre is

‘

I

on the accomphshments of the Lollcqc m

(me to Suit Oven, lnnd

the past and best wishes for its continued

success in future endeavours.

506 them at your local StathCI-S'
Canadian Distributors

M & P STORES LIMITED

The Brown Brothers
Limited
TORONTO
-CANADA
)~ no}

.I

2-T...
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DISCOVER MY SECRET
OF HEALTH
DR.

JACKSON

MEAL

is

When It Pours
piping hot from your faucets

the,

Cereal food 1 invented ill} years
detinite
johito
ago to do n
build up my own wasted body—

and it did the triek!

You not only hayc the luxury CUIlVL‘Hi-

It is not

once of modern times Hot water when
nocdcdg—assurcd With an

a sweet, higlily»proeessod produet that people taste and say
“That's nine".
’l‘here are lots
of
niee— tsting
foods # some
harmless, some with no food
value
to speak
of.
and,
of
Course, no health \‘nlue.
Itr. .larkson Meal needs ehewingithnt gets
saliva
ﬁrm-in};
It contains rye and wheat and
hrnniand, what no other cereal
Contains. lr‘lax—o-liin
and
riee
polishings. It is rich in nature‘s
nerve-building mineral salts and
Vitality-building germs.
It provides the bulk which exercises
the
intestines,
keeping
them
strong and preventing constipa‘

.

You have the added safety of L‘l.l£.\ R lili.
CLEANER hot water with the new

lx’L'L‘l) MONICL TANK.

tion.

habt' 6‘ JuCL‘mn’ M'D'

SO

here

is

my

challenge

to

For 30 breakfasts eat Dr.
those who seek after health.
or
Jackson Meal (or my other similar cereals, Lishus
Drink only
together with some fruit.
lekus l’uddyl
iron-rich
alkali-formingr and
greatest
Kofy-Suhithe
Do this each morning for :so
beverage known to me.
Note how your digestion has improvedg
breakfasts.
feel
your intestinal elimination increasedghow alert you
THEN switch hat-l" to your
mentally and physically.
yoqu
previous cereal, for a few weeks. and again eheek
self up. If you don‘t feel that in passing up Dr. Jackson
foods you are depriving your body of the Vital nourishment it ernyes. 1 have, nothing more to sayiyou have
neeepted my (‘hallenge’that's all I asked of you.

ill

in

WINDSOR GAS COMPANY
LlMl'l‘liD

J
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Compliments of

Windsor

F

“In The Public Service Since 1877"

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIlllllIIIIIIlllIIIIllllllllllllllllllll"IE

ﬁ

1

Do it to—morrow.

. For :‘u/uublr frrr
litrmturv on food and
llt‘tllt/L n'riiv RobL C.
]uclexon,M.Il, 6:31 I'inc
.‘iz'muc, Toronto.

llllllIIlIlllllllIIllIlIlllllllllllllllllllllllla

1i

No rust or

corrosion is possible with a Mono] Tank
——No chVice or edges to gather sedi—
ment. lust Crystal l’ure \\'atcrrsafc
enough even to (lrinkﬁk Moan Tank is
l guaranteed for twenty yearsilt is an
economy worth investigating

J
IllIllIlllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllll

Lumber

IIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIII

uununnuun mug]

Compliments of

QleElUL and
BONDY

Company
THE
FAMILY SHOE STORE

gilt;

1
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WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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AUTOMATIC
GAS WATER HEATER

KERNAHAN & CONNOLLY
Insurance of All Kinds
FIRE
LIFE
ACCIDENT
SICKNESS
LIABILITY
AUTOMOBILE, ETC.

I

64 Wellington St., West
TORONTO,

-

ONT.

[:2] ......................................................................................................... El
o’u-(

Compliments of

Tle A B C OF CHOCOLATE BARS

CHATEAU
ILA SAILILIE

Aero

LA SALLE, ONTARIO

,

,

R. A. VIGNEUX

Blscrlsp

é---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ra

.

Coffee Cusp
Compliments of

BUY

ROWLAND & O’BRIEN

I,

'

Bakers of

CHOCOLATE BARS

The Finesl Bread and Cakes

.-.

_
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.a

Selling the l(lel at sight should he
the (lirect aim of photography in
advertising. Supreme camera craft
allied to sales pSyk‘hUlug)’ ClIZII‘IIClCP
lZCS the work of Sid Lloyd. He will
welcome your inquiry and the oppmr
tunity to Show you some examples

of his art.

5I D

L LO Y D

('reatire Photography

WALKERVILLE, ONT.
3-7361

lHIIIIIlIlllllllllIlllullllIIIKIIIIIKIIIIIlllllIIIIIIIllllIllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIllllllIIIIIIllIIlIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIlIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllIIIllIIIIllllllllIIIIKIIllIlllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I

CRYSTAL TOWER

HAMBURGERS
5c
All Meat Govt. Inspected
157 LONDON ST. W.
4-2400

54 WYANDOTTE W.
3-8051

Send Your Clothes to the

MASTER CLEANERS
PIER CY BEN ETEA U
A11 Alumnus
Phone 3-3909.

Compliments of a
Dominion Forg‘e/KL Stamping

0., Limited

ll“

F.

Walkerville, Ont-rio
TORONTO OFFICE~EXCELSIOR LIFE

It
I‘
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UILDING

'

DETROIT FRIEND

ﬂmﬂm z‘aﬂcﬂmﬁdeu
AUTOMOBILE AND GARAGE SERVICE:

INSFRANCE:

(.‘anadian Motor Lamp Ltd. .......................................... 122
113
Bendix-Eclipse of Canada Ltd.

Kernahan and Connolly

\Vel)ster Bros.—Labadie Ltd. .......................................... 114
AT'I‘ORNEYS AT LAW:
Roger J. DesRosiers .......................................................... 124

...................................... 131

F. R, Larkin Co. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
Mutual Life Insurance Co. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . 1231
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 108

IRON. STEEL, W'IRE AND METAL:

Canadian Bank of Commerce ........................................ ll—l
114
Imperial Bank of Canada ............................

Border Cities Iron \\"orks ..............................................
I)o111itli< n Forge and Stamping: Corp.
Eansor and Sons Ltd. ...................
'I‘.
Cunningham Sheet Metal \Vorks ................................

BAK ERI ES:

JEVVELERS:

Neal’s Bakery ...................................................................... 112
131
Rowland and O’Brien
\Nalkerville Bakery ............................................. 118

Sansburn—I’ashley ................................................................ 111
128
Tait Optical Co.

BANKS :

128
12th
128
128

John \N'ebb .......................

119

\Veyhing Bros. Mle‘. Co. .................................................. 120

BEVERAGES:
122
The Coca—Cola Bottling Works of Canada Ltd.
Milk Dealers' Association .............................................. 128

BUTCHERS:

LUMBER:
\N'indsor Lumber Co. ........................................................ 130
I’iggott Lumber Co. ............................................................ 124

Charles Chapman ................................................................ 111

MACHINERY:

CANDY :
Lowney’s Candy Co. .......................................................... 127
13—1
Neils-on Candy Co. .....
Rowntree Candy Co, .......................................................... 131
CA RTA( 1E:

C. H. Hen/.e Co. Ltd, ........................................................ 11(1

C. J. Moore ............................................................................ 11—1
E. W. Lancaster ................................................................ 126
COAL:

Standard l’aint and Varnish Co. .................................. 119

Empire Coal Co, Ltd. ........................................................ 128
..... 118
115

Mullen Coal Co. Ltd. ..
I’ittsburgh Coal Co. ....................

Windsor Ice and Coal Co. Ltd. .................................... 112
CLUBS :

MUSICAL INSTRC M ENTS:
L'nirersal Aecordian Mfg. Co. ........................................ 120

l’AINT:
I’HO'I‘OtiRAI’HERS:
Artona Studios

114

Falkner Studios .

112

Sid Lloyd ................................................................................ 132

I’HYSICIANS:
Dr. F. J. Furlong ................................................................
Dr. \V. J. Lassaline ..

Catholic Women's League .............................................. ll—l

I’LUM BING ANI) HEA I ING:

Lakewood (iolf Club .......................................................... 125
CONSTR UCTION:

Jeff Kearn ....................

Sterling Construction Co. ................................................ 111

CONTRACTORS:
Keystone Contractors Ltd. .............................................. 111

(i. (i. MeKeough ........

.

Windsor (ias Co. Ltd. ...................................................... 130
PRINTING:
Seguin Brothers Ltd. ........................................................ 129

CLEANERS AND DYERS:

RELIGIOUS ARTICLE.

Master Cleaners .................................................................. 132

Krng Brothers ..................................................................... 126

\Nalkerville Cleaners ........................................................ 128
DRUGGISTS:
Laing's Drug Store ..
I’ond’s Drug Stores
DEPARTMENT STO RI:

Baum and Brody Ltd.

R ESTAC RANTS :
Crystal Tower ...................................................................... 132
111
Diana (il'lll ...........
Sandwich Lunch ................................................................. 122

SHOES:

............................................ 115

O’Neil and

’:ondy ................................................................ 13f)

Cherniak's .......................

115

SPORTING GOODS:

.....................................
C. H. Smith Co. Ltd.
FLORISTS:
Fisher’s Flowers ..................................................................
FOODS :
............................
Dr. Jackson’s Roman Meal
.
M. & 1’. Stores Ltd. ..............
..
l’oole's Quality Fish .....................
J. A. Simard and Co. Importers ....................................

127

Griswold Sporting Goods ................................................ 116

115

Assumption College ............................................................ 123
. 119
Brescia Hall ............

SCHOOLS :

130
129
115
110

Detroit Business University

127

Holy Names College .................
La Salle Collch of Music ..
Shaw Business Schools

125

St. Mary’s Academy ..........
FUNERAL DIRECTORS:

Alhemy J. Janisse . . . . . .. . . .

.. ..........

. . . . . . . . . .. . . 110

Jannisse Bros, ............................................................... 118

FURNITURE:
Berry Rug and Furniture Co. ........................................ 126
FURS‘.

....................................
J. P. Laxarc Co, Ltd.
Northwest Fur Co. ..............................................................
HABERl )ASHERIES:
(ireenway’s Clothes Shop ................................................
..
Jay’s ........
Star Cloth

a
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